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ABSTRACT

Since their discovery in 1991, CNTs have shown extraordinary properties and as
result, these materials are being investigated for several different applications.
Synthesis and electrochemical application of CNTs for hydrogen storage provide
new possibilities for replacement of gasoline use in vehicles due to its cost and
negative environmental impact.
The study investigated the metal nanoparticles modified multi-walled carbon
nanotubes as possible storage material for hydrogen. Herein, carbon nanotubes
were successfully synthesized by pyrolysis of iron (II) phthalocyanine under
Ar/H 2 reducing atmosphere at 900 oC for 30 min. The micro-structural information
of the as-prepared carbon nanotubes was examined by Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). It was found that the prepared CNTs were multi-walled with
iron particles impurities present on the surface. Synthesized MWCNTs were
found to have open tips as shown by TEM images. These materials were purified
and functionalized with acid groups as confirmed by Fourier transform infra-red
spectroscopy (FTIR). A successful decoration of MWCNTs by Cu, CuO, Fe,
Fe 2 O 3 , Ni and NiO nanoparticles was confirmed by Scanning electron
miscroscopy (SEM) and Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). TEM images
showed that metal nanoparticles and metal oxides were well dispersed on the
surface of the MWCNTs. The chemical composition of the as-prepared MWCNTs
was confirmed by XRD (showing the presence of metal impurities and
amorphous carbon).
Synthesized materials were applied in electrochemical techniques such as cyclic
voltammetry, chronopotentiometry and controlled potential electrolysis. These
techniques have shown that modification of glassy carbon bare electrode (GCE)
with carbon nanotubes decorated with metal nanoparticles (Cu, Ni and Fe),
improves the current density, charge-discharge voltages and discharge capacity
for hydrogen storage (in a 6 M KOH aqueous electrolyte). It was shown that
MWCNTs exhibit high conductivity, porosity and high surface area for hydrogen
v

storage. The increase in discharge capacity was as follows: GCE < GCEMWCNT < GCE-MWCNT-M (M = Cu, Ni, Fe and/or metal oxides). This confirmed
a successful modification of GCE with MWCNTs and MWCNT-M (M = Cu, Ni, Fe
and/or metal oxides). The maximum discharge capacity of 8 nAh/g was obtained
by GCE-MWCNTs-Ni electrode, corresponding to an H/C value of 28.32 x 10-9
wt%. Minimum discharge capacity of 0.5 nAh/g was obtained by the GCE-Fe
electrode, which was even lower, to that of 0.9 nAh/g of the glassy carbon bare
electrode.
It was confirmed that both Ni loading and MWCNTs loading have an impact on
the current response, charge-discharge voltages and discharge capacity. A
maximum current density and discharge current was reached when a 4wt%
nickel was loaded. A decrease in current density and discharge current was
observed for nickel loading of higher than 4wt%. Thus suggests a possible
decrease in surface area of the adsorbed material on the surface of the electrode
for hydrogen storage. As more MWCNTs were added, a decrease in current
density was observed. A 2wt% MWCNTs gave higher discharge current and this
was possibly due to less hindrance on the surface of the electrode for hydrogen
to diffuse.
It was shown that calcining the metal nanoparticles result in particles
agglomeration, as confirmed by Transmision electron microscopy (TEM). This
resulted in a decrease in surface area of the working electrode. A low current
response was observed compared to the uncalcined Ni nanoparticles. The
highest exchange current density was obtained while using a GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal
as compared to the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode. The applied discharge
current in CPE was also shown to have influence on the discharge capacity. An
increase in discharge capacity for the GCE-MWCNT-Ni (2wt% MWCNTs and
4wt% Ni) electrode was observed as more discharge current was applied. A
decrease in discharge capacity for hydrogen was observed as more content of
the MWCNT-Ni uncal nanocomposite are added on the active surface area of the
glassy carbon electrode.
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CHAPTER 1

General Introduction

1.1 Historical background

Hydrogen has been considered as the potential alternative energy source for the
present expensive and non-environmentally friendly fossil fuels [1]. At present,
the main drawback in using hydrogen as a fuel is the lack of proper hydrogen
storage material, thus an on-going research activities are focused on the
development of advanced hydrogen storage material [2]. Hence, hydrogen can
be used as a fuel to power transport vehicles and portable electronic devices.
The advantage of hydrogen as energy source is that its combustion product is
water. In addition hydrogen can be easily regenerated [3, 4]. For this reason, a
suitable hydrogen storage system is necessary, satisfying both the volume and
weight limitations [5].
Many alloys are able to store hydrogen reversibly, but the gravimetric storage
density is too low for any practical applications [6]. Theoretical studies have
predicted that interaction of hydrogen with carbon nanotubes can occur by both
physisorption and chemisorption of hydrogen on the exterior and perhaps in the
interior surface. Hence, the carbon nanotubes appear to be the ultimate solution
due to their chemical stability, large surface area, low density and hollowness [7,
8].
Carbon nanotubes have attracted much attention in electrochemistry as both the
catalyst and the energy storage materials [9]. Their application as energy storage
is based on their high surface area, pore size and electrical conductivity. They
are commonly used in fuel cells, batteries and other electrochemical applications
[10]. Because of their cylindrical, hollow geometry and nanometer-scale
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diameter, it has been predicted that carbon nanotubes can store a liquid or a gas
in the inner cores through a capillary effect.
It has been reported that the storage capacity of the carbon nanotubes can be
improved by the defects sites on the surface [11]. In the defective sites, hydrogen
atom is stored. The atomic storage of hydrogen is due to the dangling bonds
present at the defects sites. The presents of small amount of catalytic impurities
such as nickel and copper in carbon could dissociate the hydrogen molecule to
hydrogen atoms, thereby enhancing the chemisorption of hydrogen at moderate
conditions and reasonable conditions [12].

1.1.1Synthesis of carbon nanotubes

In 1999, Liming Dai et al. [13] prepared well-aligned carbon nanotubes films by
the pyrolysis of iron (II) phthalocyanine, FeC 32 N 8 H 16 (designated FePc), which
contains both the metal catalyst and the carbon source required for carbon
nanotubes growth. The pyrolysis was performed under Ar/H 2 at 800-1100 oC
using an appropriate substrate in a flow reactor consisting of a quartz glass tube
and a dual furnace fitted with independent temperature controllers. The resulting
carbon nanotubes appeared on the substrate as a black layer, which could be
scrapped off from the substrate as powder [13]. The synthesized CNTs were
found to have a high surface area and porous structure, desirable for hydrogen
storage. Liu et al. [14] used the same method to prepare bamboo-like carbon
nanotubes in 2001.

1.1.2 Metal nanoparticles decorated carbon nanotubes

In 2007, Hsieh et al. [15] investigated the electrochemical activity of Ni-attached
carbon nanotubes electrodes for hydrogen storage in the alkali electrode.
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MWCNTs were prepared by CCVD method, using ethylene and Ni particle as a
carbon precursor and catalyst respectively. Chemical oxidation method was
employed to purify the as-prepared MWCNTs. Oxidized MWCNTs were
functionalized with Ni nanoparticles using an ionic adsorption method followed by
direct hearting. They measured the capacity of the electrodes by charging the
capacitors to a voltage of -0.2 V vs. reference electrode at a constant discharge
current density. From the CV results, the adsorption/desorption peaks of
hydrogen were observed between -0.9 V and -10 V vs. SCE. With increasing the
sweep rate, the peaks current were nearly proportional to the rates. The specific
current density was found to increase with the Ni loading onto the MWCNTs.
From the charge-discharge studies, it was found that the capacitance is directly
proportional to the Ni nanoparticles loading on the MWCNTs surface. It was also
found that MWCNTs coated with Ni nanoparticles significantly increased the
hydrogen storage capacity in MWCNTs [16].
Very few investigations have been reported on the storage of hydrogen in metal
oxides decorated CNTs, though metal oxides like NiO and CuO also have high
surface area and porous structures for high amount of hydrogen storage [17].
There is therefore a need to study the effect of metal oxides and metal
nanoparticles on the surface of the CNTs so as to improve the storage capacity
for hydrogen. In this dissertation, carbon nanotubes were synthesized and their
applications in hydrogen storage were investigated. Different metal nanoparticles
(Cu, Fe and Ni) and metal oxides (CuO, Fe 2 O 3 and NiO) were synthesized and
dispersed on the carbon nanotubes surfaces, and the investigation of their
hydrogen adsorption and desorption processes was undertaken, using an
electrochemical technique.
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1.2 Aim of the study

The aims and objectives of the study as proposed in the proposal are as follows:
(a) To prepare or synthesize carbon nanotubes using iron (II) phthalocyanine.
(b) To synthesize metal nanoparticles (Cu, Fe and Ni) and metal oxides (CuO,
Fe 2 O 3 and NiO).
(c) To purify the as-prepared carbon nanotubes and decorate them with metal
nanoparticles (Cu, Fe and Ni) and metal oxides (CuO, Fe 2 O 3 and NiO).
(d) To characterize carbon nanotubes and metal nanoparticles decorated CNTs
using spectroscopic (XRD and FT-IR), microscopic (TEM and SEM) and
electrochemical techniques (CV, LSV, CP and CPE).
(e) To modify the glassy carbon bare electrode with metal oxides and metal
nanoparticles decorated CNTs and test these materials for hydrogen storage
using electrochemical techniques.

1.3 Dissertation structure

In this dissertation the electrochemical activity of metal oxides (CuO, Fe 2 O 3 and
NiO) and metal nanoparticles (Cu, Fe and Ni) decorated multi-walled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) for hydrogen storage at the glassy carbon electrode
(GCE) have been investigated. A short review of the literature reports on the
synthesis, structure and properties of carbon nanotubes and metal nanoparticles
is given in Chapter 2.
The literature review was reported with respect to the following topics: (a)
synthesis, structure and properties of CNTs, metal nanoparticles and metal
oxides, (b) general applications of CNTs in energy storage, (c) Hydrogen
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economy and (d) electrochemical application of carbon nanotubes in hydrogen
storage. The above undertaken topics were reviewed with respect to the work
done in this dissertation.
Synthesis of carbon nanotubes, metal nanoparticles and metal oxides were
undertaken. The results of these studies are presented in Chapter 3.
Characterization results for the carbon nanotubes, metal oxides, metal
nanoparticles and multi-walled carbon nanotubes decorated with metal oxides
(CuO, Fe 2 O 3 and NiO) and metal nanoparticles (Cu, Fe and Ni), are presented in
Chapter 4. These nanocomposites material were coated on the glassy carbon
electrode. Electrochemical activity such as current response, charge-discharge
voltage and discharge capacities of multi-walled carbon nanotubes decorated
with metal oxides (CuO, Fe 2 O 3 and NiO) and metal nanoparticles (Cu, Fe and
Ni) were undertaken. The GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode gave the highest discharge
capacity. These results are fully reported in Chapter 4.
The impact of MWCNTs loading and the effect of Ni loading on the current
response, charge-discharge voltage and discharge capacity using the MWCNTsNi nanocomposite for hydrogen storage were investigated. These results are
presented in Chapter 4.
The effect of calcining Ni on the current response, charge-discharge voltage and
discharge capacity was studied. The effect of applied discharge current on the
discharge capacity of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni for hydrogen storage was also
investigated. Finally, the effect of the amount of MWCNTs-Ni modifiers on the
current response, charge-discharge voltages and discharge capacity for
hydrogen storage was undertaken and the results for this study are also
presented in Chapter 4.
In this dissertation, figures and schemes are integrated within the text.
References are fully written at the end of the respective chapters. Overall
conclusions for the study are presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

2.1 Structural features of carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs and SWCNTs)

Many different structures of fullerenes exist, with the best known being SWCNTs
and MWCNTs. Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are considered as a
long wrapped grapheme sheets. They nearly have a one-dimensional structure
[1]. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes can be considered as a collection of
concentric SWCNTs with different diameters. Their length and diameter differ
from that of SWCNTs and as results, their properties tend to differ [2].

2.2 Synthesis of carbon nanotubes

2.2.1 Laser evaporation technique

This method was discovered in 1995 by a Smalley‘s group at Rice University [3].
The method involves the use of pulsed or continuous laser to vaporize a graphite
target in an oven at high temperatures [4, 5]. The main difference between
pulsed laser and continuous laser is that the pulsed laser demands a much high
light intensity. The oven is filled with helium or argon gas in order to keep the
pressure at 500 Torr. A very hot vapor plume forms, then expands and cools
rapidly. As the vaporized species cools, small carbon molecules and atoms
quickly condense to form large clusters, possibly including fullerenes. The
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catalysts begins to condense, but more slowly at first, and attach to carbon
clusters and prevent their closing into the cage structures [6].

2.2.2 Arc discharge technique

The arc discharge method is one of the most common methods and easiest way
to produce carbon nanotubes. However, it is a technique which produces a
mixture of components and requires separating nanotubes from the soot and the
catalytic metals present in the crude product. This method creates nanotubes
through arc-vaporization of two carbon rods placed end to end, separated by
1mm, in an enclosure that is usually filled with inert gas at low pressure. A direct
current of 50 to 100 A driven by approximately 20 V creates a high temperature
discharge between the two electrodes. The discharge vaporizes one of the
carbon rods and forms a small rod shaped deposit on the rod producing
nanotubes in high yield depending on the uniformity of the plasma arc and the
temperature of the deposit form on the carbon electrode [7]. Depending on the
exact technique, SWCNTs and MWCNTs can be selectively grown.

2.2.3 Catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) technique

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) synthesis is achieved by putting a carbon
source in the gas phase and using an energy source, such as plasma or
resistively heated coil to transfer energy to a gaseous carbon molecule [8].
Commonly used gaseous carbon sources include methane, carbon monoxide
and acetylene. The energy used is to crack the molecule into reactive atomic
carbon. Then, the carbon diffuses towards the substrate, which is heated and
coated with a catalyst where it will bind [9].
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In 2003, single and double-walled carbon nanotubes were synthesized by Lee et
al. [10] using the catalytic chemical vapor deposition method. The method
decomposes the methane gas to solid-state carbon nanotubes. The synthesis of
carbon nanotubes was carried out by catalytic reaction of CH 4 and Fe-Mo
catalyst in a fixed bed reactor. A mixture of Fe(NO 3 ) 3 .9H 2 O and Mo solution was
dissolved in distilled water for 1 h. The mixed Fe-Mo solution was introduced to
the suspension of Al 2 O 3 powder and distilled water followed by sonication for 1 h.
The molar ratio of the catalyst was Fe:Mo:Al 2 O 3 = 1:0.1:13. After drying, the
material was baked at 150 oC for 15 h in a vacuum ambient and then ground in
mortar to break the chunks into powder. About 100 mg Fe-Mo/Al 2 O 3 catalyst was
placed in the quartz boat that was inserted into the center of a quartz tube. The
quartz tube was then mounted in an electrical tube furnace, and it was heated to
950 oC in Ar atmosphere. Subsequently, the mixture of Ar and CH 4 gas was
introduced into the quartz tube for the production of nanotubes materials. The
synthesis of carbon nanotubes was conducted at 950

o

C for 30 min in

atmospheric pressure. The flow rate of CH 4 and Ar was 100 and 500 ml/min,
respectively. The flow of Ar/CH 4 was maintained for 30 min before the furnace
was cooled to room temperature in Ar atmosphere [10].

2.3 Materials used for carbon nanotubes growth

2.3.1 Catalysts used for carbon nanotubes growth

The catalyst used has a strong effect on carbon nanotubes diameter, growth rate,
wall thickness, morphology and microstructure. The catalysts used for CNTs
growth are usually first row transition metal such as Ni, Fe or Co [11].
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2.3.2 Carbon source used for carbon nanotubes growth

Gaseous carbon sources such as methane, carbon dioxide, ethylene, and
alcohol containing compounds are usually preferred. Solid state materials such
as iron (II) phthalocyanine and ferrocene are used.

2.4 Mechanisms of carbon nanotubes growth

The way carbon nanotubes form is not clearly known. One of the mechanisms
proposed consists of three steps. First, the precursors bind to the surface of the
metal catalyst particles. From this metastable carbide particle, a rod-like carbon
is formed rapidly. Secondly there is a slow graphitization of its wall. This
mechanism is based on in-situ TEM studies [12].

2.5 Purification of carbon nanotubes

The as-prepared CNTs soot contains a lot of impurities that tend to hinder their
applications. The main impurities are amorphous carbon, graphite sheets and
metal catalyst. These impurities interfere with most of the desired properties of
the CNTs. Several purification techniques are briefly discussed.

2.5.1 Acid treatment

The acid treatment is effective in removing the metal catalyst [13]. Firstly, the
surface of the metal catalyst is exposed by oxidation or sonication. The metal
catalyst is then exposed to acid and solvated. The CNTs remains in suspended
- 11 -

form. The acids used are HNO 3 and H 2 SO 4 . Nitric acid has an effect on the metal
catalyst and has no effect on the CNT structure [14, 15]. The acid treated carbon
nanotubes will results in the formation of COOH, OH or CO groups on the
sidewalls.
In 2003, Zhao et al. [16] purified single-walled carbon nanotubes by the acid
treatment method. They refluxed 1 g of as-prepared SWCNTs in a 150 mL of 3 M
nitric acid for 6 h. After refluxing, the mixture was cooled to room temperature
and then diluted with distilled water. A 1.2 µm pore-sized membrane was then
used to filter the carbon nanotubes. The product on the membrane was washed
thoroughly with distilled water and then dried at room temperature. Nitric acid act
to oxidize carbon atom at the end of SWCNTs and remove the metal
nanoparticles impurities [16].

2.5.2 Ultrasonication

This technique separates particles according to their ultrasonic vibrations.
Agglomerates of different nanoparticles will be forced to vibrate and will become
more dispersed tubes in the system. The separation of the particles is highly
dependable on the surfactant, solvent and reagent used [17, 18].

2.5.3 Micro filtration

Micro filtration is based on size or particle separation. CNTs and small amount of
carbon nanoparticles are trapped in a filter. The other nanoparticles such as
catalyst metal, fullerenes and carbon nanoparticles pass through the filter [19].
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2.5.4 Chromatography

This technique is mainly used to separate small quantities of CNTs into fractions
with small length and diameters distribution. The CNTs are run over a column
with porous materials, through which CNTs will flow [20]. The number of pores
the CNTs will flow depends on their size. This means that, the smaller the
molecule, the longer the pathway to the end of the column will be and that the
larger molecules will come out first [21, 22].

2.5.5 Annealing

High temperature (600

o

C-1600

o

C) treatment of CNTs will result in

rearrangement and defects sites of CNTs being consumed [23, 24]. The high
temperature causes the graphitic carbon and the short fullerenes to pyrolyse. At
high temperature treatment (1600 oC), the metal will be melted and can be
removed [25].

2.6 Properties of carbon nanotubes

2.6.1 Electrical Conductivity

Carbon nanotubes with a small diameter are either semi-conducting or metallic
depending on their chirality. The differences in the conducting properties are
caused by the molecular structures that result in a different band structure and
thus a different band gap [26].
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2.6.2 Mechanical strength

Carbon nanotubes have a very large young modulus in their axial directions.
They are very flexible because of their great length.

2.6.3 Optical activity

Optical activity of the CNTs depends on their length. If the CNTs become great in
length, the optical activity of chiral nanotubes disappears. The use of optical
activity might results in optical devices in which CNTs play an important role [27].

2.6.4 Chemical reactivity

The reactivity of the CNTs is enhanced by their curvature surface as compared to
the graphene sheet. CNTs reactivity is related to the pi-orbital mismatch caused
by an increase curvature. As a result, a smaller nanotubes diameter results in
increased reactivity [28].

2.7 Metal nanoparticles

Metal nanoparticles display novel physical and chemical properties due to
surface effect, where most of the particle atoms are just surface atoms [29].
These novel properties have put metal nanoparticles to play an interesting role in
materials technology, biomedicines, catalysis, sensing, environmental science,
energy storage etc. The properties of the metal nanoparticles are highly
influenced by the preparation methods and conditions, which results in particles
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of various size, shape and surface stabilization [30, 31]. Moreover, the
surface/interface interactions have their signatures in the properties investigated
[32, 33]. It is known that nanosize powders of metals show an increased
reactivity, compared to compact metals. For example, reactions that do not occur
in the presence of some metals readily proceed in the presence of metal
nanopowders [34].

2.7.1 Synthesis of metal nanoparticles by reduction method

Almost all properties of nanoparticles are due to their small sizes [35]. Of late, in
addition to size effect, the shape of the particles has also drawn special attention,
mainly to explore the application of these particles in the field of nanotechnology.
Therefore, attempts are being directed to gain precise control of the size and
shape of various types of nanoparticles systems during their syntheses [36]. The
fact is that these syntheses result in a mixture of particles, in terms of both size
and shape. The most common method employed for their preparation is the
reduction of metal ions in solution, usually in the presence of a particle-stabilizer
[37].
The synthesis of metal nanoparticles by reduction method involves the use of a
strong reducing agent such as sodium borohydride to reduce metal nitrate salt to
form metal nanoparticles. The reducing agent is added drop-wise into the
solution while subsequently stirring at a known controlled rate [38, 39].
In 2006, Zhang et al. [40] used the reduction method to synthesize zero-valent
iron nanoparticles. Iron nanoparticles were conducted in a flask reactor with three
open necks. The central neck was housed with a turnable mechanical stirrer at
400 rpm. Through titration at a rate of 0.625 mL/s, the borohydride was
introduced to reduce ferric ion (Fe3+) to zero-valent iron (Feo), according to the
following reaction:
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4Fe3+ +3BH 4 -+9H 2 O

4Feo +3H 2 BO 3 - +12H+ + 6H 2

(Eq.

2.1)
Typically, 1:1 volume ratio of NaBH 4 (0.2 M) and FeCl 3 .6H 2 0 (0.05 M) were
vigorously mixed in the flask reactor for additional 30 min after titration.
Excessive borohydride (0.2 M) was applied to accelerate the synthesis reaction.
Experimental parameters such as pH, reactant concentrations, stirring speed,
titration rate, reaction time and external temperature can, to some extent,
influence the composition and surface properties of the produced iron particles
and hence need to be maintained constant in the experimental to produce
consistent sample results. The generated iron particles were harvested with
vacuum filtration and stabilized with a large volume of deionized water to wash,
and at the end, with diluted ethanol. Thin layer of ethanol on top of the iron
nanoparticles helps to preserve the nanoparticles [40].
In 2007, silver nanoparticles were synthesized by Bahadory and co-workers [41].
They added 10 mL volume of 1.0 mM silver nitrate drop-wise (about 1
drop/second) to 30 mL of 2.0 mM sodium borohydride solution that has chilled in
an ice bath. The reaction mixture was stirred vigorously on a magnetic stir plate.
The entire addition took about three minutes, after which the stirring was stopped
and the stir bar removed. Reaction conditions including stirring time and relative
quantities of reagents (both the absolute number of moles of each reactant as
well as their relative molarities) was carefully controlled to obtain stable yellow
colloidal silver [41].

2.7.2 Application of metal nanoparticles in hydrogen storage

Metal nanoparticles technology has received considerable attention for their
potential applications and properties such as high surface area, high conductivity
and sensitivity to applied potential in electrochemical experiment.
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Electrochemical properties of metal nanoparticles in alkaline electrolyte have
attracted close attention to researchers, for metal nanoparticles-based catalysts
in such electrolytes are widely used for accelerating catalytic and electrocatalytic
processes [42]. Metal nanoparticles such as nickel, has been applied in hydrogen
storage to improve the storage capacity of CNTs.
In 2007, Hsieh et al. [43] investigated the electrochemical activity of Ni-attached
carbon nanotubes electrodes for hydrogen storage in the alkali electrode.
MWCNTs were prepared by CCVD method, using ethylene and Ni particle as a
carbon precursor and catalyst respectively. Chemical oxidation method was
employed to purify the as-prepared MWCNTs. Oxidized MWCNTs were
functionalized with Ni nanoparticles using an ionic adsorption method followed by
direct hearting. They measured the capacity of the electrodes by charging the
capacitors to a voltage of -0.2 V vs. reference electrode at a constant discharge
current density. From the CV results, the adsorption/desorption peaks of
hydrogen were observed between -0.9 V and -10 V vs. SCE. With increasing the
sweep rate, the peaks current were nearly proportional to the rates. The specific
current density was found to increase with the Ni loading onto the MWCNTs.
From the charge-discharge studies, it was found that the capacitance is directly
proportional to the Ni nanoparticles loading on the MWCNTs surface. It was also
found that MWCNTs coated with Ni nanoparticles significantly increased the
hydrogen storage capacity in MWCNTs [44].
Metal nanoparticles such as Cu, Fe and Ni was employed in this dissertation to
explore their electrochemical role in storage of hydrogen in CNTs. Nickel
nanoparticles were chosen due to recent reports showing a significant increase in
hydrogen storage by nickel decorated carbon nanotubes. Copper nanoparticles
were chosen due to copper having a high electrical conductivity than other
elements. Lack in interest for researchers to study hydrogen storage in iron
nanoparticles decorated CNTs prompted us to investigate their electrochemical
properties towards hydrogen storage.
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2.8 Metal oxides

Metal oxides are probably the most diverse and rich materials that have
important

applications

in

science

and

technology

for

ferromagnetism,

ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity, superconductivity, magnetoresistivity, photonics,
separation, catalysis, environmental engineering, etc. [45]. Functional oxides
have two unique structural features: switchable and/or mixed cation valences,
and adjustable oxygen deficiency, which are the best bases for creating many
novel materials with unique electronic, optical, and chemical properties. The
oxides are usually made into nanoparticles or thin films in an effort to enhance
their surface sensitivity, and they have recently been successfully synthesized
into nanowire-like structures [46].
The effect of metal oxides (CuO, Fe 2 O 3 and NiO) and metal oxides decorated
CNTs towards electrochemical hydrogen storage will be investigated.

2.8.1 Synthesis of metal oxides by calcination (Direct heating)

Growth of oxides nanostructures is an important part of nanomaterial research,
and it is the fundamental for fabricating various nanodevices. Metal oxides can
be synthesized by hydrothermal synthesis, vapor-liquid-solid (VLS), vapor-solid
(VS) and composite-hydroxide mediated synthesis [46]. Metal oxides can also be
prepared from the solid metal nitrate by direct heating at high temperatures. The
nitrate group decomposes to form metal oxide with the water evaporating.

In 2005, Lee et al. [47] prepared high surface area metal oxides by calcination
method. In the preparation of the metal oxide sorbents having high surface area,
a granular type of activated carbon was used as a matrix and a metal oxide was
supported by an impregnation method. Zinc nitrate (Zn(NO 3 ) 2 *6H 2 O, Aldrich Co.)
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was used as a precursor to formulate the metal oxides. The prepared zinc
nitrate/activated carbon sorbents were dried to remove moisture from the
material at 150 °C. The dried sorbents were then calcined for 2 hrs at 500 °C.
[47].

2.9 Methods of decorating carbon nanotubes by metal nanoparticles and
metal oxides

An efficient hydrogen storage medium is an inevitable component for the
adoption of hydrogen as an energy carrier. Hydrogen in the solid matrices like
metals, intermetallics, porous solids and carbon materials appears to be
appropriate option [48]. In the case of metals and inter-metallics, the factors
adverse to storage purpose are either limitation in storage capacity or the
reversibility of stored hydrogen under favorable experimental conditions [49].
After the report by Rodriguez et al. [50] that the carbon nanomaterials can store
up to nearly 67wt% of hydrogen, the research in this area took a dramatic turn
with a variety of investigations dealing with modification of carbon materials like
metal loading, preparing carbon materials in different geometrical forms with
phase purity and addition of metal oxides [51].
To functionalize the CNTs with metal nanoparticles, an ionic adsorption followed
by a direct heating can be adopted. This procedure involve the mixing of CNTs
with a known concentration of metal ionic nitrate, and then stirred under argon
(Ar) atmosphere at a certain temperature for a known period of time. This wet
process enables metal ions to interact with the surface oxygen groups, forming
metal ionic adsorption on the CNTs surface. Then, the ionic-adsorbed CNTs tend
to be separated from the metal-salt solution by using a filtration apparatus. The
direct heating process can be performed at high temperature under mixed H 2 /Ar
(1/99 in v/v) atmosphere, ensuring reduction of metal oxides to metal particles
[52-54].
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A known mass of oxidized CNTs can also be sonicated with a known mass of
metal nanoparticles or metal oxides with the use of N, N-dimethylformamide
(DMF) as a binder. This enables metal oxides or nanoparticles to bind on the
surface of the oxidized CNTs as confirmed by current response using cyclic
voltammetric studies.
In 2003, Rao et al. [55] prepared the working electrode by mixing 10 mg of the
carbon nanotubes samples with Cu powder in a ratio of 1:3 with a
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) binder. The putty form of the mixture was
mechanically pressed on to a current collector (Ni mesh) at room temperature.
The electrode was then sintered at 200 oC for about 1 h under vacuum. The
geometric surface area of the electrode was ca. 2 cm2 [55].

2.10 Structural characterization
nanoparticles and metal oxides

of

the

carbon

nanotubes,

metal

2.10.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

This technique is used to determine the micro-structural information of the CNTs
and coated metal nanoparticles on CNTs. Samples for TEM test are prepared by
the drop method. Information at the atomic level will also be given [56]. It is a
technique operated at a high resolution where the electron is transmitted through
the sample owing to the interest in the internal details thus revealing the
morphology (size, shape and arrangement of the particles), the crystallographic
information (the atom arrangement) and the compositional information (the
elemental composition) of the material examined. The operation of a TEM is
similar to that of a slide projector; however, it shines a beam of electrons, instead
of light, generated from an electron gun. This stream of electrons is focused by a
coherent beam that is restricted by a condenser aperture. The beam striking the
sample transmits portions of the sample which are focused by the objective lens
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into an image that is projected onto a screen. There are dark and light areas of
the image representing the more densely packed section which allowed fewer
electrons to pass through and less densely packed section which allowed more
electrons to pass through, respectively [56].

2.10.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy is used to determine the powder morphology and
microstructure of the sample. This technique is used to scan the dry surface of
the material where one is only interested in the surface details. The operation of
the SEM is as follows: At the top of a SEM column an electron gun generates a
beam of electrons which are attracted through the anode, condensed (condenser
lens) and focused (objective lens) as a fine point onto the sample. These
electrons are collected by a secondary detector or a backscatter detector. The
secondary electron detector produces a clear and focused topographical image
of the sample whereas the backscatter electron detector reflects an elemental
composition of the sample and is used for energy dispersive X-ray analysis [56].

2.10.3 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

It is used to characterize the crystallinity and phase purity of the solid products.
Information about the arrangement of surface atom with respect to each other
can be obtained; as well as underlying atoms in a solid. It also gives information
on particle or crystalline size by the use of Scherrer Formula [56].
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2.10.4 Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR)

Fourier-transform infrared technique is used to determine the nature of acid site
(Lewis and Bronsted types) present on the CNTs. CNTs samples are degassed
overnight at about 300 oC and above under vacuum. The FT-IR measurements
are made on pellets (5% CNTs in KBr) to record the framework of COOH, OH
and/ or CO groups in a suitable frequency [57, 58].

2.11 The hydrogen economy

The never-ending stories on an alternative energy supply for the cleaner
environment, recently related with the efforts of decrease global CO 2 emissions,
has been revived by the steep increase in oil prices and the parallel controversy
about the potential and public acceptance of the nuclear energy [59, 60]. Thus, it
is now the right time for the scientific community and energy producers to
synthesize their knowledge in order to achieve realistic solutions towards cleaner
energy systems. Taking into account the concerns that are related to
environmental protection, security in the energy supply and the utilization of
energy sources that promote the economic growth of societies, the concept of a
hydrogen economy era is moving beyond the realm of scientists and engineers
into the political and business leaders. Interest in hydrogen, the simplest and
most abundant element in the universe, is also emerging due to technical
advances in fuel cells- the potential successor to batteries in portable electronics,
power plants, and the internal combustion engine [61].
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2.11.1 Hydrogen production

Hydrogen gas (H 2 ) is almost everywhere, but unfortunately it is hard to find it on
earth as a separate element. Instead, it is primarily chemically bonded with
oxygen in water, with carbon in a range of hydrocarbon fuel and in plants, animal
and other form of life. Hydrogen bound in water and organic forms account for
more than 70% of the earth‘s surface [62]. Once extracted, this colourless,
odourless and tasteless element becomes a useful feedstock to a variety of
industrial activities and a potential fuel sufficient to energize all aspects of
society, from homes to electric utilities to business and industry to transportation.
The following methods are used to produce hydrogen:

2.11.1.1 Hydrogen from fossil fuels

Fossil fuels such as coal, natural gas and oil are used to produce hydrogen.
Carbon dioxide produced as a by-product should be captured and stored to
ensure a sustainable (zero emission) process.

2.11.1.2 Hydrogen from splitting of water

Hydrogen can be produced from splitting of water through various processes
ranging from water electrolysis, photo (solar) electrolysis and photo-biological
production to high-temperature water decomposition. Water electrolysis is the
electrochemical process, which involve the use of electricity to split water into its
components such as hydrogen and oxygen as depicted in the following equation:
H 2 O + electricity

H2 + ½ O2
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(Scheme 2.1)

About 4% of the world‘s hydrogen is produced from water electrolysis [63]. This
process is cost effective for the production of extremely pure hydrogen in small
amounts; however, it remains expensive at large scales, primarily due to
electricity, which currently cost more compared to corresponding fossil-fuel
feedstock. The total energy that is needed for water electrolysis increases slightly
with temperature, while the required electrical energy decreases [64, 65].

2.11.1.3 Hydrogen from biomass

Biomass is a renewable energy source that could play a substantial role in a
more diversified and substantial energy mix. It may be defined as any renewable
source of fixed carbon, such as wood, wood residues, agricultural crops and their
residues. Industrial and municipal wastes are often considered as biomass due to
their high percentage of food waste [66].

2.11.2 Hydrogen storage forms

Commercially viable hydrogen storage is considered as one of the most crucial
and technically challenging barriers to the widespread use of hydrogen as an
effective energy carrier [67]. It is expected that hydrogen economy will require
two basic technological frameworks of hydrogen storage systems, one for
stationary and another for mobile applications. Mobile applications are more
demanding, as they require the following [68]:


High volumetric and gravimetric hydrogen densities



Low operating pressures



Operating temperatures in the range from -50 oC to -150 oC
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Fast kinetics for hydrogen charging and discharging



Reversibility for many cycles during hydrogen charging-discharging



Reasonable cost of a storage system

Types and properties of hydrogen storage media are as follows:

2.11.2.1 Compressed gas

Since hydrogen has a low energy density, it must be compressed to very high
pressures to store sufficient amount of hydrogen, particularly for mobile
applications.

2.11.2.2 Liquid hydrogen

Liquid hydrogen is stored in atmospheric pressures in cryogenic tanks at T = 20.3
K with a density of 70.8 g/l, which is nearly twice that of compressed hydrogen at
70 Mpa [69].

2.11.2.3 Solid hydrogen

Traditional method proposed through the use of advanced solid materials as
hosting agents for the storage of hydrogen in atomic or molecular form. This type
of hydrogen storage is often called solid hydrogen storage since hydrogen
becomes part of the solid materials through some physicochemical bonding.
Metal hydride and carbon nanotubes falls under solid materials mentioned [70,
71].
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2.12 Electrochemistry: an overview

Electrochemistry can be defined as the study of chemical reactions used for the
production of electric power or the use of electricity to influence the chemical
processes usually occurring at the surface of the electrodes [72, 73]. Electric
quantities such as current, potential and charge are measured during
electrochemical experiments. These electric quantities are dependent on the
chemical parameters. Electrochemical reactions are heterogeneous in nature as
they take place at the interfaces, usually electrode-solution [74].
The study employed three (3) electroanalytical techniques, cyclic voltammetry
(CV), chronopotentiometry (CP) and controlled potential electrolysis (CPE) with a
three electrode systems. All electrochemical cells require at least two electrodes,
since the potential of a given electrode can only be measured relative to another
electrode, the potential of which must be constant (a reference electrode) [75,
76]. In potentiometric measurements (such as measurement of pH), there is no
current through the cell, and these two electrodes are sufficient. It should be
noted that many pH and ion-selective electrodes used in potentiometric
measurements are combination electrodes, and- both electrodes are contained
within the same body.
However, in a cyclic voltammetry experiment, an external potential is applied to
the cell, and a current response is measured. Precise control of the external
applied potential is required, but this is generally not possible with a two
electrode system, due to the potential drop across the cell due to the solution
resistance. Potential drop (E) = current (i) * solution resistance (R) and the
polarization of the counter electrode that is required to complete the current
measuring circuit. Better potential control is achieved using a potentiostat and a
three electrode system, in which the potential of one electrode (working
electrode) is controlled relative to the reference electrode, and the current passes
between the working electrode and a third electrode (the counter electrode) [77,
78].
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The working electrode is where the electrochemical reaction takes place and the
reference and counter electrodes complete the electric circuit. The working
electrode acts as a source or sink of electrons for exchange with molecules in the
interfacial region (the solution adjacent to the electrode surface), and must be an
electronic conductor. It must also be electrochemically inert (i.e. does not
generate a current in response to an applied potential) over a wide potential
range (the potential window). Commonly used working electrode materials in
electrochemistry include platinum, gold, mercury, and glassy carbon. Other
materials such as semiconductors and other metals are also used, for more
specific applications.
The best reference electrode is the one whose potential does not shift from
equilibrium (i.e. non polarizable) [79]. Therefore, to minimize its polarization, the
reference electrode with a very large surface area is used. The reference
electrode is always in contact with the concentrated solution of sodium chloride
(NaCl) or potassium chloride (KCl), due to the fact that the potential of a chloridecontaining reference electrode is sensitive to the chloride concentration.
Therefore, the electrode must be stored with the frit immersed in a solution that is
identical in composition and concentration to the reference electrode solution
[79]. This work employed the glassy carbon as the working electrode, the
platinum wire as the counter electrode and the silver-silver chloride as the
reference electrode.

2.12.1 Potential electrochemical applications of carbon nanotubes for
energy storage

Graphite, carbonaceous materials and carbon fibre electrodes are commonly
used in fuel cells, batteries and other electrochemical applications. Advantages of
using nanotubes for energy storage are their small dimensions, smooth surface
topology and perfect surface specificity. The efficiency of fuel cells is determined
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by the electron transfer rate at the carbon electrodes, which is fast on carbon
nanotubes following ideal Nernstian behavior [80].

2.12.1.1 Hydrogen storage

Because of their cylindrical and hollow shape geometry and nanoscale diameter,
it has been predicted that carbon nanotubes can store gasses in their inner core
through capillary effect. As a threshold for economic storage, the department of
energy has set storage requirements of 6.5% by weight as the minimum level for
hydrogen fuel cells. In electrochemical hydrogen storage, atomic hydrogen is
adsorbed on the surface of the CNTs, through chemisorption process [81].
In 1984, Vinden and co-workers [82] found out that large empty space particularly
inside the single-walled nanotubes (SWCNTs) provided a possibility to be applied
for hydrogen storage vehicles with large storage capacity. It was shown that
CNTs have a high capacity, light mass and high stability, which may be
applicable for portable electronics and moving vehicles. They also showed
chemical stability and low mass density. Vinden et al. [83] estimated that 5% to
10% of hydrogen could be stored in bundles of SWCNTs, where H 2 molecules
are physisorbed at the exterior surface of CNTs or interstitial spaces between
CNTs, separating the intertube distance [83].
In 2000, Seung et al. [84] employed the electrochemical charge-discharge cycling
method to study the adsorption of hydrogen in CNTs. CNTs-based composite
electrodes were fabricated by mixing and grinding first with conductive Ni
powders

99.8%

for

50

min

and

later

with

the

organic

binder

of

polytetrafluoetylene PTFE for 20 min with a mixing composition ratio of
CNT:Ni:PTFE in a 40:50:10 ratio. They made a pellet by pressing the mixture into
a mold of diameter of 10 mm by 2000 atmospheric pressure. They inserted the
pellet into Ni mesh and used it as working electrode. The counter electrode metal
Ni was separated by a polymer separator. The voltage across the two electrodes
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was measured in 6 M KOH solution as a function of time for 10 h, while
maintaining a constant current at 0.4 mA. They proposed the following reaction in
the working electrode:
charge
-

CNTs + H 2 O + e

CNTs. H + OH-,

(Scheme 2.2)

where hydrogen ions are inserted into CNTs during the charging process. It was
found that repeating charge-discharge cycle, which involves activation process of
working electrode, give rise to the saturation of charge-discharge storage
capacity. They noted that several slopes appear in the discharge curves [85].
In 2001, Perng et al. [86] investigated the electrochemical storage of hydrogen in
carbon nanotubes. They prepare carbon nanotubes by CCVD method using Co
and/or Ni as the catalyst. They use nitric acid to remove the residual metallic
particles for all samples, and then the CNTs were soaked with Co(NO 3 ) 2 at
different atomic ratios, followed by reduction in H 2 at 300 oC for 30 min. The
maximum discharge capacity of the as-prepared Co-CNT was 200 mAh/g, equal
to an H/C value of 0.74wt%. After acid treatment, however, the hydrogen storage
capacity of Co-CNT dropped to nearly zero. After decoration of acid treated
CNTs with Co, the discharge capacity increased very significantly, and the cyclic
stability is improved compared to as-prepared samples. They found out that the
discharge capacity for as-prepared Ni-CNT was quite low compared to that of
Co-CNT. However, a decrease was observed after removing the Ni metal
catalyst. Although Ni is a good catalyst for hydrogen dissociation in alkaline
solutions, in their studies, they reported that the catalytic effect of Ni was not as
good as Co for the CNT electrode. Perng et al. [87] also investigated the
electrochemical activity of the commercial CNTs with 95% purity. Their discharge
capacity was very low. But after decoration with Co, the discharge capacity was
increased markedly. The maximum discharge capacity reached 231 mAh/g when
10at% Co was deposited to the CNTs surface [88].
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Ren et al. [89] investigated the electrochemistry of carbon nanotubes in 2004.
Carbon nanotubes were prepared by CCVD method using acetylene. They
deposited Ni nanoparticles on the substrate and used them as catalyst. Cyclic
voltammetric analysis showed a rectangular shaped cyclic voltammograms over
a wide range of scan rate. This meant that the charge and discharge processes
are very fast at the interface between the carbon nanotubes electrode and the
electrolyte solution [90].
In 2008, Ramaprabhu et al. [91] synthesized CNTs using the catalytic chemical
vapor deposition of methane over Mn based alloys hydride catalyst. As-prepared
CNTs were purified by the acid-treatment method using concentrated nitric acid.
They used the high-pressure sieverts apparatus to study the hydrogen storage in
the SWCNTs. The FT-IR spectra of acid treated SWCNTs revealed a broad
absorption band at nearly 3452 cm-1, attributed by the hydroxyl group (OH-). The
hydrogen adsorption isotherm of Pt dispersed SWCNT, along with as-grown and
purified SWCNT at 25 oC and -148 oC were studied. The results showed that
hydrogen adsorption ability of the purified CNTs was greatly improved compared
to the as-grown counterpart in both Pt dispersed and non-dispersed SWCNTs.
There was a remarkable increase in the surface area exposed to hydrogen in the
purified sample, as amorphous carbon attached to the surface of SWCNT, were
removed and open the ends of the SWCNTs. It was also found that Pt dispersed
SWCNTs shows a hydrogen uptake up to 3.03wt% at 125 K and 78 bar. It was
suggested that it was due to the catalytic activity of the Pt particles which
assisted in the dissociation of hydrogen molecules to hydrogen atoms, thereby
allowing atomic hydrogen to adsorb chemically at the defective sites of the CNTs
[92].
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2.12.1.2 Lithium intercalation

The basic principle of rechargeable lithium batteries is the electrochemical
intercalation and de-intercalation of lithium in both electrodes. An ideal battery
has a high-energy capacity, fast charging time and long cycle life. For lithium, this
is the highest in CNTs if all the interstitial sites (inter-shell Van der Waals spaces,
inter-tube channels and inner cores) are accessible for Li intercalation [93]. CNTs
have shown to possess both highly reversible and irreversible capacities for
lithium.

2.12.1.3 Electrochemical supercapacitors

Supercapacitors have a high capacitance and potentially applicable in electronic
devices. Typically, they are comprised of two electrodes separated by insulating
materials that is ionically conducting in electrochemical devices. This separation
is about nanometers for nanotubes in electrodes, very large capacities results
from the high nanotubes surface area accessible to the electrolyte [94]

2.12.2 The solvents and salts appropriate for an electrolytic solutions

The salts used in electrochemical experiments must fully dissociate in the solvent
in order to generate a conducting (i.e. ionic) solution. The electrolyte solution
must be able to dissolve the analyte, must be electrochemically inert over a wide
potential range (i.e. no current due to electrolyte solution oxidation/reduction),
and must be pure (e.g. the presence of water decreases the size of the potential
range). It must also be chemically inert, so that it will not react with any reactive
species generated in the experiment. If the temperature is to be varied, the
electrolyte solution must have an appropriate liquid range [95].
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2.12.3 Ion transport processes

Three processes are involved in the movement of charge or ions in an
electrochemical cell.

2.12.3.1 Diffusion

This is spontaneous phenomenon taking place in the presence of a concentration
gradient. The fact appears during the process because the discharging species
has practically zero concentration near to the microelectrode‘s surface and a
spontaneous ion stream originates from the remaining part of the solution in
order to compensate for the concentration gradient [96].

2.12.3.2 Migration

This is the motion produced by attraction due to the electrical field generated at
the drop surface and acting on the ions of opposite charge present inside the
solution [96].

2.12.3.3 Convection

Natural movement of substances, arising from density or temperature gradient
inside a solution [96].
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2.12.4 Cyclic voltammetry (CV)

Cyclic voltammetry is the most used electrochemical technique and is used to
study the electrochemical reactions and provide information about the kinetics of
reactions [97]. It is also used to test the properties of the electrodes or solutions.
Cyclic voltammetry uses a potentiostat to apply a linearly ramped potential to the
working electrode versus the standard reference electrode (Ag/AgCl in this case).
To avoid redox reactions at the reference electrode, the reference electrode must
have very high impedance. This is accomplished by an amp buffer circuit, which
takes the reference electrode potential as an input and supply the necessary
current via a counter electrode connected to the op-amp output. The potential
provides a cyclic ramp voltage and monitors the working electrode current. In an
electrolytic solution, there are positive and negative ions evenly dispersed
throughout. When a voltage is applied between the two electrodes, ions respond
to the potential by diffusing to the electrodes. These charges surround the
oppositely charged electrode in a diffuse layer so that little of the potential
penetrate the bulk of the electrolyte outside of the diffuse layer. This layer of
charge around an electrode is called the Debye layer. As this potential is
increased, more ions are pulled to the surface of the electrode and if the potential
at the electrode exceeds that at which redox reaction can occur, electrons are
transferred. This transfer constitutes the current through the working electrode.
The peak current in CV experiment is given by the following equation:
I p = 2.69 * 105 n3/2 ACD1/2 V1/2,

(Eq. 2.2)

where: n = number of electrons transferred/molecule
A = electrode surface area (cm2)
C = concentration (mol cm-3)
D = diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1)
Cyclic voltammetric profiles could be reversible, irreversible and quasi-reversible.
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Reversible process
The process that obeys the Nernst equation in which the electron transfer is
rapid, resulting in both oxidized and reduced species in an equilibrium state [98]
Irreversible process
Only reduction or oxidation peak can be observed in this process due to slow
electron transfer at the electrode surface in contrast with the Nernst equation
since no equilibrium is maintained [98].
Quasi-reversible process
The intermediate electron transfer process between the reversible and the
irreversible reactions. The current is controlled by mass transport and charge
transfer kinetics. This process occurs relative to rate of electron transfer with
respect to that of mass transport to maintain Nernst equilibrium at the electrode
surface [99].

2.12.5 Linear square voltammetry (LSV)

Linear square voltammetry (LSV) is the simplest technique in which the potential
range is scanned starting at the initial potential and ending at the final potential.
Information about the cathodic or anodic peaks can clearly be obtained by the
use of LSV at a low scan rate [100].

2.12.6 Chronopotentiometry (CP)

This technique uses a galvanostat to apply current between the auxiliary and
working electrode. The potential of the working electrode (with respect to the
reference electrode) is monitored. The basis of controlled current experiments is
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that a redox (electron transfer) reaction must occur at the surface of the working
electrode in order to support the applied current. Common applications of the
galvanostat include constant current stripping potentiometry and constant current
electrolysis [101]. One advantage of all constant current techniques is that the
ohmic drop due to the solution resistance is also constant, as it is equal to the
product of the current and the solution resistance. The ohmic distortion can
therefore be simply corrected by a constant potential offset. In contrast, in
potentiostatic experiments, the current, and hence the ohmic drop varies with
potential, and the correction is more complicated. Chronopotentiometry is the
most basic constant current experiment in which a current step is applied across
an electrochemical cell without stirring [101].

2.12.7 Controlled potential electrolysis (CPE)

The principle behind the controlled potential electrolysis experiment is simple. If
only oxidized species are initially present, then the potential is set at a constant
value sufficiently negative to cause a rapid reduction and is maintained at this
value until only the reduced species is present in the solution [102]. The total
charge passed during the CPE experiment (Q) is calculated by integrating the
current and is related to the number of electrons transferred per molecule (n) and
the number of moles of the oxidized species initially present (N) through
faraday’s law:
Q = nFN,
where F is the Faraday’s constant (96500 C mol-1).
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(Eq. 2.3)

2.13 Bare electrodes commonly used in electrochemistry

The working electrodes most commonly used in electrochemical laboratories are
glassy carbon and pyrolytic graphite [103]. These electrodes have numerous
advantages such as low cost, chemical inertness and large potential window as
compared to precious metals such as gold electrodes.

2.13.1 Glassy carbon electrode

It is an amorphous form of carbon which is mechanically more durable than the
pyrolytic graphite [103].

2.13.2 Pyrolytic graphite electrode

It has a more ordered structure with distinct planes, the basal plane and the edge
plane. The edge plane is considerably more conducting than the basal plane
[103].

2.14 General methods of bare electrode modification

2.14.1 Drop-dry coating

A few drops of the modifier solution are applied onto the electrode surface and
left to stand to allow the solvent to dry out [104].
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2.14.2 Electrodeposition

In this method, the electrode is immersed in a concentrated solution (mg/ml) of
the modifier followed by repetitive voltammetric scans. Subsequent scans
decrease the peak current, followed by the cleaning process which is seen by an
increase in peak current [105].

2.14.3 Electropolymerization

In this method, the electrode is immersed in a polymer, modifier or catalyst
solution and layers of the electropolymerized material builds on the electrode
surface. Generally, the peak current increases with each voltammetric scan
[105].

2.14.4 Composite

The electrode is prepared by a simple impregnation of the bulk electrode material
with a chemical modifier such as metal nanoparticles [106].
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CHAPTER 3

Experimental Methods

3.1 Introduction

The electrocatalytic activity involving carbon nanotubes, metal nanoparticles and
metal oxides as supports and catalysts for hydrogen storage largely depends on
the active surface area, which is generally a direct function of the degree of metal
nanoparticles and metal oxides dispersion. The electrocatalytic activity of the
carbon nanotubes is greatly improved when they are finely distributed by metal
nanoparticles and metal oxides catalyst. Due to continuing interest in carbon
nanotubes activation, a considerable variety of activation procedure for
electrochemical application has been developed, such as fine dispersions on
metal nanoparticles and metal oxides catalysts, reduction of metal salts in
solution or on a solid support interface.
For a conclusive elucidation of the morphology of nanocomposites, which is a
prerequisite for understanding the relationship between morphology and
electrocatalytic activity, x-ray diffraction scanning electron microscopy and
transmission electron microscopy was employed to provide structural information
on the atomic scale. The successful incorporation of the functional groups on the
surface of the carbon nanotubes can be proved by the use of Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy.
In electrochemistry, various methods are been employed to modify the glassy
carbon electrode with carbon nanotubes, metal nanoparticles and metal oxides.
Such methods involve drop-drying, electropolymerisation and electrodeposition.
The degree of nanocomposites dispersion on the active surface area of the
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glassy carbon electrode is critical in electrochemical applications such as
hydrogen storage.

3.2 Reagents and chemicals

All chemicals were generally reagent grade and were used as received except
where otherwise mentioned. The water used for all preparations in this
dissertation was double-distilled water. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes used in
this dissertation was prepared from iron (II) phthalocyanine precursor purchased
from Aldrich (90% dye). Synthesized multi-walled carbon nanotubes were purified
by refluxing with a mixture of HNO 3 (55% assay) from uniLAB and H 2 SO 4 (9597% assay) from Fluka [1].
The nitrate salt used to prepare iron nanoparticles (Fe) and iron (III) oxide
(Fe 2 O 3 ) was iron (III) nitrate nonahydrate (Fe(NO 3 ) 3 *9H 2 O, 98% assay) from
Sigma-Aldrich.
Copper nanoparticles (Cu) and copper (II) oxides (CuO) used were prepared
from the copper (II) nitrate pentahemihydrate solution (Cu(NO 3 ) 2 *2.5H 2 O, 98%
assay), from Sigma-Aldrich by reduction method using sodium borohydride
(Aldrich) as the reducing agent.
The nickel source used was nickel (II) nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO 3 ) 2 *6H 2 O,
97.0% assay) from Fluka analytical.
Nanocomposites materials were prepared by mixing known amount of metal
nanoparticles or metal oxides with a known amount of MWCNTs using the N, NDimethylformamide (abbreviated DMF, 99.5% assay) from Saarchem as the
binder.
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3.3 Synthesis of carbon nanotubes, metal nanoparticles and metal oxides

3.3.1 Preparation of carbon nanotubes

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes were prepared by pyrolysis of 0.31 g of iron (II)
phthalocyanine (C 32 H 16 FeN 8 , figure 3.1) which was placed in a boat in the
middle of the quartz glass tube. Prior and during pyrolysis, a controlled flow of
Ar/H 2 (3:1 v/v, 40 ml/min) mixture was introduced into the quartz tube. Sample
was heated by Lenton furnaces with independent temperature controllers. The
middle furnace was adjusted to a pyrolysis temperature of 900

o

C. The

temperature ramping rate recorded ranged between 20 to 21 oC/min. After the
furnace has reached 900 oC, the furnace was kept at this temperature for an
additional 30 min (pyrolysis time) for deposition of multi-walled carbon nanotubes
to be completed. The CNTs formed were scrapped from the boat and quartz tube
as a black powder [1].

Figure 3.1: Structure of the iron (II) phthalocyanine (FePc) used to prepare
MWCNTs [2].
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3.3.1.1 Purification of carbon nanotubes

The as-prepared multi-walled carbon nanotubes were purified by refluxing with a
mixture of HNO 3 and H 2 SO 4 using a 1:3 ratio at 80 oC for 30 min. Thereafter, the
mixture was diluted with water and filtered while washing with distilled water
(about 900 ml). Washed multi-walled carbon nanotubes were dried at 80 oC for 4
hrs [3].

3.3.2 Preparation of metal nanoparticles

3.3.2.1 Iron nanoparticles

Iron nanoparticles used were prepared by employing the reduction method using
sodium borohydride as the reducing agent. A concentration of 0.1 M
Fe(NO 3 ) 3 *9H 2 O solution was prepared and a 0.2 M solution of sodium
borohydride (NaBH 4 ) was added drop-wise while stirring the mixture at a rate of
100 rpm. After a drop-wise addition of sodium borohydride, the metal nitrate
solution was allowed to stir for an additional 30 min to allow for a complete
formation of metal nanoparticles. It is worth mentioning that it was of interest to
synthesize nanoparticles with a desired optical, magnetic, electrical, surface area
and catalytic properties for successful application in gas storages, sensors and
high performance nanoscale device. The solutions were prepared using deionized water [4, 5].
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3.3.2.2 Copper nanoparticles

Copper nanoparticles (Cu) were also prepared from the copper (II) nitrate
pentahemihydrate solution (Cu(NO 3 ) 2 *2.5H 2 O, 98% assay, from Sigma-Aldrich)
by reduction method using sodium borohydride as the reducing agent in a 1:1
v/v. The reducing agent was added drop-wise into the aqueous copper source [4,
5]. The rate of the drop was controlled to give a required size and shape of the
copper nanoparticles formed. During the process, Cu2+ gains electrons and
became reduced to electron rich Cu0. After formation of the nanoparticles, they
were filtered and washed with 900 ml of distilled water and thereafter dried at 80
o

C for 4 hrs. The chemical reaction involves the sodium borohydride reduction of

metal nitrate as follows:
Cu(NO 3 ) 2 + 2NaBH 4

Cu + H 2 + B 2 H 6 + 2NaNO 3

(Scheme 3.1)

3.3.2.3 Nickel nanoparticles

Nickel nanoparticles (Ni) were prepared using similar procedure as that of copper
nanoparticles and iron nanoparticles reported earlier. The nickel source used was
nickel (II) nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO 3 ) 2 *6H 2 O, 97% assay from Fluka analytical).
The chemical reaction involves the sodium borohydride reduction of metal nitrate:
Ni(NO 3 ) 2 + 2NaBH 4

Ni + H 2 + B 2 H 6 + 2NaNO 3

(Scheme

3.2)

It is evident that hydrogen and diborane gasses are possibly to be formed during
the reduction reaction. The above chemical equations implies that it requires two
(2) moles of NaBH 4 to reduce one (1) mole of Cu or Ni nitrate solution to its
neutral oxidation state i.e.
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Ni2+/Cu2+ + NaBH 4

Ni+/Cu+ + NaBH 4

Ni0/Cu0

(Scheme 3.3)

Afterwards, the solution was filtered using a 0.45 µm filter paper and washed with
900 ml distilled water to remove the nitrate salts. The remaining metal (Cu, Fe
and Ni) nanoparticles were dried in air at 80 oC for 3 min. Some Ni nanoparticles
were calcined in air at 400 oC for 2 hrs to study the effect of calcination [4, 5].

3.3.3 Preparation of metal oxides

3.3.3.1 Copper (II) oxides

Copper (II) oxide (CuO) was prepared from copper (II) nitrate pentahemihydrate
(98%, Sigma-Aldrich) by heating in air at 400 oC for 2 hrs. High temperature
treatment results in decomposition of nitrate from the complex. There are three
ways in which the copper metal can form a bond with the oxides group, i.e. CuO,
Cu 2 O and Cu 3 O 2 . Depending on the preparation method employed [6]. The
typical chemical oxidation reactions for preparation of metal oxides are as
follows:
400 oC, 2h
Cu(NO 3 ) 2

Cu2+ + 2NO 3

(Scheme

3.4)

3.3.3.2 Nickel (II) oxides

Nickel (II) oxides (NiO) were prepared by employing the same method as for
copper oxides mentioned above. This heat treatment method oxidizes the metals
by decomposing the nitrate group (NO 3 ) from the metal source with water
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molecules evaporating [6]. The typical chemical oxidation reactions for
preparation of metal oxides are as follows:
400 oC, 2h
Ni2+ + 2NO 3

Ni(NO 3 ) 2

(Scheme 3.5)

3.3.3.3 Iron (III) oxides

Iron (III) oxides (Fe 2 O 3 ) used were also prepared in the same manner as the
copper oxides and nickel oxides reported above [6]. The typical chemical
oxidation reactions for preparation of metal oxides are as follows:
400 oC, 2h
Fe(NO 3 ) 3

Fe3+ + 3NO 3

(Scheme 3.6)

3.4 Decoration of MWCNTs by metal nanoparticles and metal oxides

Approximately 2 mg of metal nanoparticles or metal oxides were mixed with
approximately 2 mg of MWCNTs and 2 ml of N, N-Dimethylformamide (DMF,
99.5% assay, Saarchem) as the binder. The nanocomposites was stirred or
sonicated to allow the mixture to dissolve which subsequently resulted in metal
nanoparticles or metal oxides being well coated on the surface of the oxidized
MWCNTs. The known volume of the putty form of the MWCNT-M (M = metal
nanoparticles or metal oxides) nanocomposites was drop-dried on the glassy
carbon bare electrode at 80 oC for 1 min [7].
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3.5 Characterization

3.5.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis

A JEOL 2100 transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with a 200 kV acceleration
voltage and LaB6 filament was used in bright field mode to determine the microstructure of the carbon nanotubes and nickel nanoparticles decorated carbon
nanotubes. The microscope has a point resolution of 0.2 nm and is equipped with
a Gatan US1000, 2048 x 2048 pixel CCD camera.

Carbon nanotubes and nickel metal nanoparticles were prepared for TEM
analysis by adding small quantities of powder to about 5 ml of methanol and
facilitating the dispersion of the particles/structures with a sonicator for 5
seconds. A glass pipette was used to collect small amounts of this colloidal liquid
from the centre of the dispersant volume. One drop of the solution was released
onto the centre of an Agar Scientific 300 μm holey carbon film coated copper grid
located on filter paper. The deposited solution was allowed to dry in air.

3.5.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis

Scanning electron microscopy was used to determine the powder morphology
and microstructure of the nanomaterial samples. Metal nanoparticles (Fe, Cu and
Ni), metal oxides (Fe 2 O 3 , CuO and NiO), metal nanoparticles decorated multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT-Fe, MWCNT-Cu and MWCNT-Ni) and metal
oxides decorated multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs-Fe 2 O 3 , MWCNTsCuO and MWCNTs-NiO), were all examined by SEM to investigate their powder
morphology.
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3.5.3 X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy analysis

X’pert Pro X-ray spectroscopy instrument from PAN analytical was used to
determine the structure of the as-prepared multi-walled carbon nanotubes. The
following XRD experimental analysis method was employed: Wavelength of Cu K
alpha radiation used was 1.5406 Å with 2 theta = 5 - 100 deg and exposure time
of 15 min/s. The Step size was 0.026 deg and the Time / Step was 61.2 s at a
scan speed of 0.109 deg/s. The X-ray spectroscopy measurement provided not
only structural characterization of MWCNTs but also information about the
presence or the catalytic particles in the unpurified sample [8].

3.5.4 Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy analysis

FT-IR spectroscopy was used to identify the functional groups present on the
surface of the as-prepared and acid treated MWCNTs. FT-IR instrument used
was Perkin Elmer spectrum 100 on ATR mode with Resolution of 4 cm-1 and 4
scan numbers at a room temperature of 21 oC. FTIR spectrum of as-prepared
CNTs and acid treated CNTs were obtained.

3.6 Electrochemical application at the glassy carbon electrode for
hydrogen storage

Cyclic voltammetry (Bioanalytical technique from Basi-Epsilon) with three
electrode system as shown in figure 3.2 was used to investigate the
electrochemical properties of multi-walled carbon nanotubes for hydrogen
storage. The modified GCE was used as the working electrode with the platinum
wire and silver/silver chloride as the counter and reference electrode
respectively. A 6 M KOH (98% assay, Merck) aqueous solution was used as the
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electrolyte for all experimental analysis unless otherwise stated. Prior to the
running of experiments, the electrolyte was flushed with N 2 gas to remove the
dissolved oxygen and impurities responsible for electron loss. Cyclic voltammetry
(CV), chronopotentiometry (CP) and controlled potential electrolysis (CPE)
techniques were used to investigate the current responds, charge-discharge
voltages and the discharge capacities of glassy carbon modified electrode
respectively [9, 10]. In each CV experiment, the potential was scanned from -200
mV to -1200 mV at a known scan rate.
For all electrochemical analysis in this dissertation, the drop-drying method was
employed for the modification of the glassy carbon electrode (3 mm in diameter).
The known quantity of modifiers were dropped on the active surface area of the
GCE and dried in an oven for 1 minute under air atmosphere at a known
temperature [11].

Figure 3.2: Electrochemical cell showing the three-electrode system for the
exact control of the electrode potential [12].
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After each analysis, the surface of the working electrode was cleaned by light
polishing with a 0.05 µm alumina fine polish. A few drops of the polish were
placed on a polishing pad (brown texmet for alumina), and the electrode was held
vertically and rubbed on the polish in a figure of eight pattern for 30 seconds to a
few minutes, depending upon the condition of the electrode surface. After
polishing, the electrode surface was rinsed thoroughly with distilled water and
allowed to air dry so as to remove any residual alumina particles and obtain a
mirror-like surface [13].
Since the potential of a chlorine-containing reference electrode is sensitive to
chlorine concentration, the Ag/AgCl electrode used was stored with a frit
immersed in a solution of 3 M sodium chloride [14].
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CHAPTER 4

Electrochemical activity of metal Oxides (CuO, Fe2O3 and NiO)
and metal nanoparticles (Cu, Fe and Ni) decorated multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) for hydrogen storage at the
glassy carbon electrode (GCE).

4.1 Introduction

Electrochemical activity of metal nanoparticles decorated carbon nanotubes for
hydrogen storage was first studied by Nutzenadel et al. [1]. Zhang et al. [2]
recently studied the electrochemical storage of hydrogen at the Cu and Ni
decorated MWCNTs. They observe that electrochemical activity of copper was
worse than that of nickel, that is to say, Cu-H bond energy is lower than Ni-H.
However, copper powder was found to improve the electric conductivity, stability,
ability of anti-oxidation and discharge capability. These metal has effect on deoxidation of electrodes. These strongly suggested that copper powder can make
hydrogen diffuse into MWCNTs easily and make MWCNTs fully useful. Thus the
hydrogen storage is enhanced [2].
The dissertation objectives were focused mainly on the electrochemical storage
of hydrogen on the metal nanoparticles (Cu, Fe and Ni) and metal oxides (CuO,
Fe 2 O 3 and NiO) decorated MWCNTs. The study hoped to obtain a hybrid or
nanocomposite that will give the highest discharge capacity. The study involved
the investigation of the role played by purified MWCNTs; Cu, CuO decorated
MWCNTs; Fe, Fe 2 O 3 decorated MWCNTs; and Ni, and NiO decorated
MWCNTs, on the hydrogen storage capacity. The study also focused on the
effect of Ni nanoparticles and MWCNTs loadings. Influence of calcining the Ni
nanoparticles on the hydrogen storage capacity was also investigated.
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4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Preparation and electrochemical activity of MWCNTs, metal
nanoparticles and metal oxides for hydrogen storage

All chemicals were generally reagent grade and used as received except where
otherwise stated. Carbon nanotubes, metal nanoparticles and metal oxides have
been prepared as described in Chapter 3.
For all electrochemical applications in this dissertation, the direct and fine
dispersion method was employed. Almost about 2 mg of the modifier were
dissolved in 2 ml DMF (Saarchem, 99.5% assay) which was used as a binder
and from that amount, 2 µl was coated on the glassy carbon electrode for reliable
comparison unless otherwise stated [3]. This method is explained fully in Chapter
3.
Cyclic voltammetry, chronopotentiometry and controlled potential electrolysis
were employed to investigate the current response, charge-discharge voltages
and discharge capacities respectively of the glassy carbon modified electrode. In
CV studies, the potential was applied externally from -200 mV to -1200 mV using
a potentiostat with three-electrode system. Since the potential of the reference
electrode is sensitive to the temperature, it is worth mentioning that the
temperatures of the 6 M KOH electrolyte used for these experiments were
monitored and recorded prior to each electrochemical analysis.
Cyclic voltammetry was scanned three times for consistence and reproducibility
of the obtained cyclic voltammogramms. From the CP, the second scan was
taken for both charge and discharge voltages. The tenth scan was taken for each
CPE analysis for discharge capacity and cycle life studies.
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4.2.2 Transmission electron microscope (TEM)

This technique was used to determine the micro-structural information of the asprepared CNTs, calcined and uncalcine Ni nanoparticles decorated CNTs.
Samples for TEM test were prepared as described in Chapter 3. Information at
the atomic level was also given [4].

4.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy was used to determine the powder morphology
and microstructure of the nanomaterial samples as mentioned in Chapter 3.

4.2.4 X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy

X-ray diffraction was used to characterize the crystallinity and phase purity of the
as-prepared MWCNTs. The particle or crystalline size can be determined by the
use of Scherrer Formula [4]. The method is fully explained in Chapter 3.

4.2.5 Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy

The FT-IR was used to identify the functional groups present on the surface of
the as-prepared and acid treated MWCNTs. The method is explained fully in
Chapter 3.
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4.3 Results and Discussions

4.3.1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis

The low and high magnification TEM images of the as-prepared MWCNTs
produced from pyrolysis of iron (II) pthalocyanine are shown in figure 4.1. Figure
4.1 shows TEM images of as-prepared MWCNTs at a magnification of (a) 200
nm, (b) 50 nm, (c) 20 nm and (d) 50 nm. The arrow in figure 4.1 (a), (c) and (d)
shows the tubes of the as-prepared MWCNTs. In figure 4.1 (a) and (b), the arrow
shows the iron nanoparticles used as catalyst during synthesis. It can be
observed from these images that the carbon nanotubes produced are multiwalled. All the CNTs appear as short tubular products. Figure 4.1 (a) shows a
high magnification TEM image of as-prepared MWCNTs, and it can be seen that
most of the compartments were empty while few contained a small iron particles
in the middle (figure 4.1 (b)) or at the end (figure 4.1 (c)) of the nanotubes. The
Fe-filled CNTs displayed a dark and uniform contrast with the surrounding CNTs.
Figure 4.1 (a) also shows stem of the ACNTs, revealing a bamboo-shaped multiwalled structure. From figure 4.1 (b), it is seen that the as-prepared MWCNTs
were entangled with amorphous carbon, carbon nanoparticles and Fe catalyst
particles. The ACNTs also appeared to be having open tips/caps as shown in
figure 4.1 (a).
It is generally accepted that CNTs growth processes involve adsorption and
decomposition of gases (or gas phase molecular) containing carbon on metal
surfaces, dissolution and diffusion of the released carbon atoms in the catalyst,
and precipitation of the graphite-like layers [5].
Liu et al. [6] reported that the size of the catalyst Fe nanoparticles continuously
increases during the growth of CNTs because Fe clusters originated from FePc
continuously supply Fe catalyst nanoparticles, resulting in increased diameter of
CNTs during CNTs growth.
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Figure 4.1: TEM images of the as-prepared MWCNTs produced by pyrolysis of
iron (II) phthalocyanine at a magnification of (a) 200 nm, (b) 50 nm, (c) 20 nm
and (d) 50 nm.

TEM images illustrated in figure 4.2 confirm a successful decoration of oxidized
MWCNTs with Cu and CuO. Well dispersed images of CuO nanoparticles on the
surface of the MWCNTs are clearly shown in figure 4.2 (b).
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(a)

CuO
MWCNT

(b)
Figure 4.2: TEM images of (a) MWCNT-Cu at a magnification of 1 µm and 200
nm and (b) MWCNT-CuO at a magnification of 200 nm.

Transmission electron microscopy images of MWCNT-Fe and MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3
are depicted in figure 4.3. Figure 4.3 (a) shows MWCNTs coated with Fe
nanoparticles. Figure 4.3 (b) illustrate a long MWCNTs well coated with Fe 2 O 3 .
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The TEM images in figure 4.3 (b) clearly shows several particles of Fe 2 O 3 along
a strand of MWCNT.

Fe
MWCNT

(a)

Fe2O3
MWCNT
MWCNT

Fe2O3

(b)
Figure 4.3: TEM images of (a) MWCNT-Fe at a magnification of 1 µm and 100
nm and (b) MWCNT-Fe2O3 at a magnification of 200 nm and 2 µm.

In figure 4.4, TEM images of MWCNT-Ni nanocomposites are illustrated.
MWCNTs appear to have open tips at the end as shown by an arrow in figure 4.4
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(a). Ni nanoparticles are seen as a black powder on the surface of the oxidized
MWCNT.

MWCNT with open ends

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: TEM images of MWCNT-Ni nanocomposites at a magnification of
(a) 0.5 µm and (b) 200 nm.

The low and high magnification TEM images of the purified carbon nanotubes
decorated with uncalcined nickel nanoparticles are displayed in figure 4.5. Figure
4.5 shows TEM images at a magnification of (a) 0.5 nm, (b) 1 µm, (c) 50 nm and
(d) 10 nm. Uncalcined Ni nanoparticles (as black powder) coated on the surface
of the purified MWCNTs are clearly shown in figure 4.5 (a) and (b). From the
TEM images below, it can be seen that almost no traces of the amorphous
carbon, carbon nanoparticles and metal particles were observed, indicating that
the proposed purification process for the removal of the impurities coexisting with
the MWCNTs was very efficient. Purification also results in opening of the caps
which in turn increase the surface area of the MWCNTs [6]. In figure 4.5 (c) and
(d), a high magnification TEM images of the Ni-decorated MWCNTs are shown.
The black powdered material shown by arrow in figure 4.5 (a), (b) and (c) are the
uncalcined nickel nanoparticles coated on the surface of the MWCNTs. The
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arrow in figure 4.5 (d) shows the MWCNTs coated with uncalcined nickel
nanoparticles.

Niuncal

(a)

(b)

MWCNT-Niuncal

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.5: TEM images of the purified multi-walled carbon nanotubes
decorated with uncalcined nickel nanoparticles (black powder) at a
magnification of (a) 0.5 nm, (b) 1 µm, (c) 50 nm and (d) 10 nm.

TEM images for the calcined Ni nanoparticles decorated MWCNTs at a
magnification of (a) 20 nm, (b) 50 nm, (c) 50 nm and (d) 100 nm are shown in
figure 4.6. From these images, aggregation of Ni nanoparticles can be observed,
and the calcined Ni nanoparticles are highly dispersed on the surface of the
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MWCNTs as shown clearly in figure 4.6 (c) and (d). Almost all uncalcined Ni
nanoparticles are coated on the MWCNTs surface. From these TEM images, it
can be said that the method employed for decoration of MWCNTs with metal
oxides and metal nanoparticles was efficient. The arrow in figure 4.6 (a), (b) and
(c), shows the calcined nickel nanoparticles as a black powder. The arrow in
figure 3.5 (d) shows MWCNTs well dispersed with calcined nickel nanoparticles.
The deposition of uniformly dispersed nanoparticles on the CNTs is believed to
be due to the results of uniform surface functional sites on all nanotubes that can
be created in the chemical-wet oxidation of nitric acid. During the surface
modification process, the surface oxides may act as active sites in adsorbing with
Ni ions, thus forming intermediate complex in aqueous phase. It is well known
that oxygen functional groups such as carboxyl, hydroxyl and carbonyl impart the
surface polarity, i.e., surface electrostatic field, to carbon surfaces [7]. Therefore,
it can be said that it was these oxygen functional groups (as shown in the FT-IR
spectra below) that has made it possible for Ni nanoparticles to be successfully
coated on the MWCNTs.
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 4.6: TEM images for the calcined Ni nanoparticles decorated MWCNTs
at a magnification of (a) 20 nm, (b) 50 nm, (c) 50 nm and (d) 100 nm.
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4.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis

SEM images of Cu and CuO nanoparticles are shown in figure 4.7 (a) and (b)
respectively. CuO appears to be spongy with defective sites.

The

nanocomposite powders images of MWCNTs dispersed with Cu and CuO
nanoparticles are shown in figure 4.7 (c) and (d) respectively. As compared to
figure 4.7 (a) and (b), MWCNTs seems to be successfully attached with Cu and
CuO powders.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.7: SEM images illustrating (a) Cu, (b) CuO, (c) MWCNT-Cu and (d)
MWCNT-CuO at a magnification of 10 µm.
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The SEM images of Fe and Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles are presented in figure 4.8 (a)
and (b) respectively. Both nanoparticles appear to be bulky in size. Figure 4.8 (c)
and (d) illustrate the SEM images of the MWCNT-Fe and MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3
nanocomposites respectively. Some of the Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles appear to be
spherical in shape. The single headed arrow in figure 4.8 (c) shows the oxidized
MWCNTs with the double headed arrow depicting the Fe nanoparticles. In figure
4.8 (d), the single headed arrow also represents MWCNTs with the double
headed arrow showing Fe 2 O 3 on the surface of the MWCNTs.

(a)

(b)
Fe

MWCNT

MWCNT

Fe2O3

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.8: SEM images showing (a) Fe, (b) Fe2O3, (c) MWCNT-Fe and (d)
MWCNT-Fe2O3.
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The surface morphology of Ni and NiO nanoparticles is shown in figure 4.9 (a)
and (b) respectively. At the same magnification, SEM images shows Ni
nanoparticles being smaller in size than the NiO nanoparticles as shown in figure
4.9 (a) and (b). The SEM images in figure 4.9 (a) also shows a very small
spherical shaped Ni nanoparticles similar to the ones synthesized by Haque et al.
[8]. SEM morphological images of MWCNT-Ni nanocomposite are depicted in
figure 4.9 (c) and (d) at a magnification of 100 µm and 10 µm respectively. SEM
images shows Ni nanoparticles well dispersed on the surface of the MWCNTs.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9: SEM micrographs depicting (a) Ni, (b) NiO, (c) MWCNT-Ni at a
magnification of 100 µm, and (d) MWCNT-Ni at a magnification of 10 µm.
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4.3.3 X-ray diffraction (XRD) results

The powder XRD pattern (Cu Kα λ = 1.5406 Å) of the as-synthesized MWCNTs
samples prepared by the pyrolysis of iron (II) phthalocyanine is shown in figure
4.10. The peaks for the as-prepared MWCNTs arrays are indexed to (002), (101)
and (004) reflections of hexagonal graphite and catalytic impurities, similar to the
XRD pattern of the as-prepared MWCNTs studied by Mahanandia et al. [9]. It is
expected from the XRD pattern of the purified MWCNTs not to contain the
diffraction peak for the catalytic impurities and amorphous carbon.

Figure 4.10: XRD pattern of the as-prepared MWCNTs synthesized from
pyrolysis of iron (II) phthalocyanine.
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4.3.4 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis

Figure 4.11 represents the FTIR spectrum of the as-prepared MWCNTs. A sharp
band at 3746 cm-1 and broad one at 2628 cm-1 are attributed to the presence of
the O-H groups of the monomeric carboxylic acid and hydrogen bonded
carboxylic acid respectively on the surface of the as-prepared MWCNTs. It is
believed to be resulting from ambient atmospheric moisture or oxidation during
preparation of the MWCNTs [10, 11]. Similar results were reported by Vesali et
al. [12]. The C=C group for MWCNTs is represented by the frequency at 1546
cm-1, which was also reported by Vesali et al. [12] in their FT-IR studies of the asprepared MWCNTs.
A broad band at 1888 cm-1 is due to the C=O stretch of the carboxylic acid
(COOH) group. The peaks at 2286 cm-1 and 2101 cm-1 are attributed to the CΞN
and CΞC respectively [13].
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Figure 4.11: FTIR spectrum of the as-prepared MWCNTs from pyrolysis of iron
(II) phthalocyanine.

FT-IR spectrum of MWCNTs purified by treatment with a mixture of H 2 SO 4 and
HNO 3 in a 3:1 ratio respectively for 30 min at 80 oC and washed with 900 ml
distilled water and thereafter dried at 80 oC for 4hrs is shown in figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12 shows the disappearance of the band at 3746 cm-1 and the
appearance of a band at a lower frequency of 1358 cm-1 assigned for the
presence of C-H group of the alkane [14]. The band for the O-H group of the
carboxylic acid is attained at a frequency of 2654 cm-1. The presence of new
sharp bands at a lower frequency range of 500-600 cm-1 confirms the presence
of the C-H functional group of the alkene. All the difference peaks of the asprepared MWCNTs and purified MWCNTs confirm a successful purification of the
CNTs [15].
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Figure 4.12: FT-IR spectrum of MWCNTs purified by treatment with a mixture
of H2SO4 and HNO3 in a 3:1 ratio for 30 min at 80 oC.

4.3.5 Electrochemical activity of MWCNTs, Fe2O3, Fe, CuO, Cu, NiO and Ni
towards hydrogen storage

Since their discovery, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted much attention
due to a variety of technological applications such as gas separation, catalyst
support, energy storage, environmental protection, and so on [16-19]. Among
these applications, there has been increasing interest in CNTs as heterogeneous
catalyst support Pioneer studies have pointed out that metal nanoparticles
supported on CNTs provide an excellent catalytic activity [20-25]. For instance,
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Xing has used sonochemical technique to deposit Pt nanoparticles onto the
surface of the CNTs, exhibiting a great activity in electrochemical adsorption and
desorption of hydrogen [20]. Fazle et al. [21] have indicated that Li-doped CNTs
produced a higher hydrogen-storage capacity, which is six times higher than
undoped CNTs. Kim et al. [22] also indicated that Ni nanoparticles impregnated
MWCNTs improves the hydrogen uptake capacity.
Herein, the results for the effect of decorating carbon nanotubes with metal
oxides and metal nanoparticles are discussed.

4.3.5.1 Effect of purifying the MWCNTs

Hydrophobic and inert nature of the surface of as-prepared carbon nanotubes is
unfavorable for their applications. In order to improve the interaction of CNTs and
foreign molecules it is necessary to modify the surface of carbon nanotubes.
Oxygen-containing groups which are interesting to improve the interaction of
carbon nanotubes with the solvent matrix are formed on the surface of the carbon
nanotubes by chemical treatment such as nitric acid [23-25]. The purification of
carbon nanotubes has attracted great attention because of their many
applications such as their use in electronic devices, gas storage, chemical and
biological sensor [19]. The presence of impurities hinders their applications and
therefore, the carbon nanotubes used must be of high purity [26]. The carbon
nanotubes are usually contaminated with metal catalyst, amorphous carbon and
graphitic nanoparticles. A large number of purification methods have been
reported, but refluxing with nitric acid has been the treatment that has been
employed most often [27]. The major function of nitric acid treatment is to remove
the metal catalyst, perhaps together with some of the amorphous carbon.
Because it is an oxidant, nitric acid may serve to oxidize the carbon atom at the
end of the carbon nanotubes. It was reported that refluxing CNTs in nitric acid
opens the ends of the CNTs and introduces the carboxylic acid groups at the
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open ends and at defect sites of the CNTs [28, 29]. This study was conducted
with a KOH electrolyte temperature of 25 oC.

4.3.5.1.1 Cyclic voltammetric response for the as-prepared and purified
MWCNTs

Cyclic voltammetric measurement is helpful to understand the macroscopic
electrochemical surface reactions at the electrode during charging and
discharging process [30]. Figure 4.13 compares the exchange current density for
as-prepared MWCNTs with the purified MWCNTs. Purified MWCNTs shows a
high current respond due to their high conductivity, surface area and pore
structure. The presence of acidic groups on the surface of the oxidized MWCNTs
was confirmed by the FT-IR in figure 4.11 and 4.12. The cyclic voltammogram for
oxidized MWCNTs is more rectangular in shape than for as prepared MWCNTs,
indicating a typical electric double layer behavior [30]. The as-prepared MWCNTs
clearly show faradaic redox reactions which are observed at a potential of -0.4 V
(vs. Ag/AgCl), reference electrode representing oxidation and reduction
processes. This is an indication of the reversible electron transfer behavior of asprepared MWCNTs. Bare GCE is shown by a blue color with no peak. Since
MWCNTs were prepared from pyrolysis of iron (II) phthalocyanine, the impurities
expected are amorphous carbon and iron nanoparticle [31]. The peaks may be
due to the iron nanoparticles present on the surface of the MWCNTs as was
shown by the XRD in figure 4.10 and TEM (see TEM images in figure 4.1). At
high scan rate, the width of the CV wave tend to increase as shown by that of the
purified MWCNTs below which indicate the transfer on more ions to the surface
of the electrode.
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Figure 4.13: Cyclic voltammetric profiles for (i) bare GCE, (ii) As-prepared
MWCNTs and (iii) Oxidized MWCNTs showing the purification effect in a 6 M
KOH electrolyte. Scan rate=100 mV/s.

4.3.5.1.2 Controlled potential electrolysis studies for the as-prepared and
purified MWCNTs

High discharge capacity for hydrogen depends on the MWCNTs surface area,
presence of metal nanoparticles, pore volumes of the MWCNTs and the
openness of the pores of the MWCNTs. Transmission electron microscopy in
figure 4.4 showed that the synthesized MWCNTs have open ends responsible for
hydrogen to diffuse. The discharge voltages of as-prepared MWCNTs, and
purified MWCNTs as obtained in chronopotentiometry (applied current of 1 µA)
are - 0.525 V and - 0.510 V respectively. These discharge voltages were applied
in the following CPE studies. The as-prepared MWCNTs show a high discharge
capacity than purified MWCNTs as shown in figure 4.14. These results are
consistent with the charge-discharge profiles were the as-prepared MWCNTs
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were discharged and charged to high voltages. This may be due to the presence
of iron nanoparticles which tend to increase the catalytic activity and surface area
of the MWCNTs. Iron nanoparticles were reported to promote the formation of
defective sites on the MWCNTs surface where hydrogen adsorb chemically [32].
The chemical adsorption process is improved by the presence of iron catalyst in
which the atomic hydrogen occupies sites which would be prevented from
adsorption in purified MWCNTs. Dispersion on iron nanoparticles over MWCNTs
creates defect sites which enhance the hydrogen storage by adsorption of atomic
hydrogen at these sites. The opening of the caps results in an increase in the
exposed surface area of the MWCNTs. However, the acid treatment to open the
caps did not significantly increase the discharge capacity. Similar results were
observed by Hyeok et al. [30] during high capacitance studies using
nanocomposite electrode of single-walled carbon nanotubes and polypyrrole.

Figure 4.14: Plots comparing the discharging capacity of (i) purified MWCNTs
and (ii) as-prepared MWCNTs as a function of cycle number.

The as-prepared MWCNTs have a short cycle life compared to the oxidized
MWCNTs with the maximum capacity of as-prepared MWCNTs obtained at cycle
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number 13 and cycle number 5 (five) for the purified MWCNTs. Hydrogen atoms
appears to favor binding on the sidewalls of the MWCNTs where there is Iron
nanoparticles than on the inside of the purified MWCNTs after the caps and
pores have been opened. The result shows that the discharge capacity of acid
treated MWCNTs decreases dramatically compared to the as-prepared
MWCNTs. It is expected that after decoration with metal catalyst, the capacity
should

increase

significantly.

This

indicates

that

the

electrochemical

hydrogenation of MWCNTs is influenced by the catalytic effect. It is therefore
suggested that MWCNTs of higher purity or acid treated MWCNTs have a lower
discharge capacity.

4.3.5.2 Effect of the NaOH and KOH electrolyte types

Electrolytes are substances that consist of charged particles called ions. When
electrolyte dissolves in water or polar solvents, they are ionized into positive and
negative ions. In dilute aqueous solutions, the degree of ionic association and
dissociation of NaOH and KOH is relatively stronger than their common salts at
high temperatures [33-35]. Electrical conductance measurement of dilute
aqueous alkali hydroxide solutions at high temperatures provide a unique means
of determining the extent of the association of alkali metal ions with the OH- ions.
This knowledge is important in interpreting the thermodynamics of ion-ion and
ion-water interaction and the pH of the solution [36, 37]. One of the
disadvantages of alkali hydroxide electrolyte is that they are corrosive in nature.
Especially NaOH and KOH, since they are strong bases and therefore strong
electrolyte-dissociate almost completely into ions [38, 39].
H2O
KOH or NaOH

K+ or Na+ + OH- , 100% ionized.
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(Scheme 4.1)

In dilute aqueous solutions, the degree of ionic dissociation of LiOH, NaOH and
KOH is relatively stronger than their common salts at high temperatures and low
densities, while LiOH (aq) is significantly higher than for NaOH (aq) and KOH
(aq). Electrical conductance measurements of dilute aqueous alkali hydroxide
solutions at high temperatures provide a unique means of determining the extent
of dissociation of alkali metal ions with OH- ions [24, 25]. Knowledge of the
association constant of these hydroxides is important in interpreting the
thermodynamics of ion-ion and ion-water interactions, as well as providing a
fundamental parameter in determining the pH of the solutions in extreme
conditions [40, 41].

4.3.5.2.1 Comparative cyclic voltammetric response for the NaOH and
KOH electrolytes

The cyclic voltammetry curves in figure 4.15 compares the effect of electrolyte
type on the current density produced by using the GCE-MWCNT-Ni (2wt%
MWCNTs and 4wt% Ni) electrode (2wt% MWCNTs and 4wt% Ni nanoparticles
were chosen due to high discharge capacities produced during MWCNTs and Ni
nanoparticles loading studies). In figure 4.15, it can be observed that the 6 M
NaOH electrolyte have a high current density at an applied potential of -1.17 V
(vs. Ag/AgCl) compared to the 6 M KOH electrolyte.
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Figure 4.15: Cyclic voltammograms of (i) 6 M KOH and (ii) 6 M NaOH
electrolytes at a scan rate of 100 mV/s using GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni).

4.3.5.2.2 Charge-discharge studies for the NaOH and KOH electrolytes

The use of the 6 M KOH electrolyte results in high charge voltage (-0.073 V), as
shown in figure 4.16. This is due to KOH electrolyte having ions that conduct high
electricity than the NaOH electrolyte. The 6 M NaOH gave a high discharge
voltage (-0.944 V) than 6 M KOH. Aqueous sodium hydroxide solution is the
electrolyte preferred to be used in supercapacitive studies due to its salt
resistance, low reactivity and less corrosive than KOH (aq) [42]. KOH (aq) is
more powerful in both gasification and intercalation, providing too much porosity
useful for hydrogen storage in MWCNTs and useless for double layer
capacitance than NaOH (aq) [42].
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Figure 4.16: Voltage profile showing charge and discharge curves for 6 M
NaOH and 6M KOH from an applied current of 1 µA.

4.3.5.2.3 Discharge capacity studies for the NaOH and KOH electrolytes

The plot of discharge capacity against cycle number in figure 4.17 compares the
discharge capacity of 6 M NaOH and 6 M KOH electrolyte. It can be seen that
GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) in 6 M KOH electrolyte (7.9E-06 mAh/g) gave more
than half the discharge capacity of 6 M NaOH electrolyte (3.04E-06 mAh/g).
These results are consistent with the charge profile were 6 M KOH electrolyte
was charged to a high voltage than the 6 M NaOH electrolyte. The 6 M KOH
electrolyte shows a short cycle life compared to 6 M NaOH which last up to cycle
number 21. The 6 M NaOH electrolyte nearly lost capacity to zero at cycle
number 9 (nine) before reaching stability in discharge capacity.
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Figure 4.17: Plots comparing the discharge capacities of (i) 6 M NaOH and (ii)
6 M KOH electrolytes as a function of cycle number.

4.3.5.3 Effect of the KOH electrolyte concentrations

The concentration of the electrolyte solution determines the amount of the
hydrogen ions (H+) and hydroxyl ions (OH-) present [43]. Therefore it is of interest
to obtain the appropriate electrolyte concentration that will results in the
maximum hydrogen storage in CNTs. The following studies investigate the effect
of KOH electrolyte concentration on the current response, charge-discharge
voltages and discharge capacity of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) electrode for
hydrogen.
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4.3.5.3.1
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The following study investigates the effect of the 2 M, 4 M, 6 M and 8 M KOH
electrolyte concentration on the current response. The CV results in figure 4.18
(a) indicate that the electrolyte concentration has a great influence on the current
density of GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) electrode at 25 oC. The highest current
density was obtained at 2 M KOH and the lowest at 6 M KOH. The results
indicate that as the concentration of the electrolyte increases, the current density
of GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) decreases. Similar results were observed by
Zhang et al. [44]. A change in current density with concentration implies that
hydrogen diffusion was the control step at room temperature of 25 oC for
discharge process of GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) electrode [44].

Figure 4.18 (b) clearly shows the relationship between the current density and
the electrolyte concentration. A decrease in current density can clearly be seen
as the concentration increases. An increase in peak current is obtained at a
concentration of 8 M KOH after a sharp fall as seen. Different electrolyte
concentrations affect the surface state of the electrode. With an increase of
electrolyte concentration, OH- concentration of the electrode surface increases,
but viscosity of the electrolyte also increases, slowing the diffusion velocity of the
OH-; so the OH- concentration at the electrode surface decreases. When the
electrolyte concentration is low, electrolyte concentration plays a role on OHconcentration of the electrode surface, so the value of the diffusion coefficient is
low [44]. This behavior is stressed by a CV profile in figure 4.18 (a), which shows
a decrease in current density as the KOH electrolyte concentration increases.
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Figure 4.18: (a) Cyclic voltammetric profiles clearly showing a decrease in
current density as the concentration of the electrolyte increases from 2 M to 6
M and (b) A plot of cathodic peak current against the concentration of the
electrolyte. Scan rate = 100 mV/s.

4.3.5.3.2 Controlled potential electrolysis studies for different KOH
electrolyte concentration

Figure 4.19 (a) shows that the maximum discharge capacity is reached at an
electrolyte concentration of 6 mol/L, while the minimum discharge capacity is
obtained by 8 M KOH electrolyte. A 6 M KOH electrolyte concentration has a
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short life cycle compared to 8 M KOH electrolyte concentration. A maximum
discharge capacity for 8 M KOH electrolyte concentration is reached at a small
cycle number compared to the other electrolyte concentrations. Therefore, from
figure 4.19 (b), we can conclude that the 6 mol/L electrolyte concentration is the
suitable concentration for hydrogen storage studies in GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt%
Ni) and other working electrodes such as LaNi5 alloys. The kinetic property of the
hydrogen storage alloy electrodes is related to electrochemical reaction on the
surface of alloy particles and diffusion of hydrogen within the alloy, which are
characterized by exchange current density and diffusion coefficient, respectively
[44].
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Figure 4.19: (a) The plots comparing the discharge capacity as a function of
cycle number for different concentrations of the KOH electrolyte using GCEMWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) and (b) the resulting plot of maximum discharge capacity
against the concentrations.
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4.3.5.4 Effect of the CuO decorated MWCNTs

Copper is a chemical element with atomic number 29. It is a ductile metal with
very high thermal and electrical conductivity. The high electrical conductivity of
copper is due to virtually all the valence electrons taking part in conduction [4547]. Common oxidation states of copper include the less stable copper (I) state,
Cu+, and the more stable copper (II) state, Cu2+, which forms a blue or bluegreen salts and solutions [45].
There are two stable copper oxides, copper (II) oxide (CuO) and copper (I) oxide
(Cu 2 O). Copper (I) oxide was the first substance known to behave as a
semiconductor [48, 49]. Much more interest focuses on the use of nano-scale
copper oxide for catalyst use. The copper oxide may be used as a solid solution
or as a mixture of mixed oxides [50, 51]. These nano-scale chemicals are
produced through the thermal activation of copper salts such as copper nitrates
[52].

4.3.5.4.1 Cyclic voltammetric analysis at the GCE-MWCNT-CuO electrode

Figure 4.20 shows the combined CV profiles of GCE, GCE-MWCNT, GCE-CuO
and GCE-MWCNT-CuO electrodes. Note the absence of peaks in GCE. It is of
interest to obtain cyclic voltammogram of rectangular in shape, as it is an
indication of supercapacitive properties of MWCNTs. Supercapacitor are known
for their high power density and longer cycle life compared to ordinary batteries
which have only high energy density [30]. Two broad anodic peaks (at -0.5 and -1
V versus Ag/AgCl, NaCl) are observed for GCE-MWCNT in figure 4.20.
Transmission electron microscopy (see TEM images in figure 4.2) and scanning
electron microscopy (see SEM images in figure 4.7) images showed CuO
nanoparticles well dispersed on the surface of the oxidized MWCNTs. GCE-CuO
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shows a sharp anodic peak at nearly -0.5 V. The broad peak is observed at
similar position for GCE-MWCNT-CuO. This is an indication of good desorption
(discharge) behavior of hydrogen from the working electrode. Similar results were
reported by Feng et al. [53], who noted that the hydrogen reduction is observed
during the cathodic potential sweep when the Ni-MWCNTs electrode is charged
and the hydrogen oxidation peaks are observed during the anodic potential
sweep when the electrode is discharging.
GCE-MWCNT-CuO shows a broad cathodic and anodic peak at a potential of -1
V. This shows that MWCNT are good material for storing and releasing hydrogen
effectively. The synergistic effect of both CuO and MWCNTs can clearly be seen.
As expected, GCE-MWCNT-CuO showed a high current respond compared to
GCE-CuO and GCE-MWCNT electrodes.

Figure 4.20: Cyclic voltammetric profiles of (ii) GCE-CuO, (iii) GCE-MWCNT
and (iv) GCE-MWCNT-CuO at a scan rate of 50 mV/s.

Note that the CV profile of GCE (blue in color) is shielded due to its low current
respond. The increase in current response is as follows: GCE < GCE-CuO <
GCE-MWCNT < GCE-MWCNT-CuO.
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4.3.5.4.2 Linear square voltammetry analysis at the GCE-CuO electrode

The stability of the GCE-CuO electrode was further investigated by the linear
square voltammetry (LSV) to determine the anodic peak potentials and change in
current response as the scan number is increased. It can be observed in figure
4.21 that as the scan number is increased, the anodic peaks shift to a more
positive potential and the current response decreases. The decrease in catalytic
current subsequent to repetitive scans is an implication of electrode
contamination [54].

Figure 4.21: Linear square voltammetric profile for the reverse reaction of
GCE-CuO at the (i) 1st and (ii) 2nd scan showing the two anodic peaks. Scan
rate= 50 mV/s.

The second anodic peaks remained slightly at a potential of 0.55 V vs. Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. At this stage it is not known what really caused the peak
shifting observed in figure 4.21.
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4.3.5.4.3 Effect of applied discharge current on the discharge voltage at
the GCE-MWCNT-CuO electrode

As the applied discharge current is increased, the discharge voltage tends to
decrease as shown in figure 4.22. This shows that the voltage is inversely
proportional to the discharge current applied. Similar results were observed by
Sabina et al. [55].

Figure 4.22: Voltage profiles depicting the effect of applied discharge current
using GCE-MWCNT-CuO. The single headed arrow is meant to shows the
direction of the voltage decrease.

4.3.5.4.4 Discharge capacity studies

Controlled potential electrolysis was employed to investigate the effect of cycle
number on the capacity of the working material for hydrogen. It is of interest to
retain a large hydrogen capacity for a longer cycle life. Therefore, materials that
do not easily lose capacity are required. In controlled potential electrolysis, a
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potential obtained from chronopotentiometry is applied and the discharge
capacity of a material is obtained from the discharge current and time.
The above CPE information is summarized in figure 4.23, which also shows a
resemblance in the behavior of GCE-MWCNT and GCE-MWCNT-CuO. The
discharge voltages of GCE-CuO, and GCE-MWCNT-CuO as obtained in
chronopotentiometry (applied current of 1 µA) are – 0.716 V and – 0.609 V
respectively. These discharge voltages were applied in the following CPE
studies. GCE-CuO shows a high hydrogen storage capacity but falls sharply at
nearly cycle number twenty (20) compared to GCE-MWCNT and GCE-MWCNTCuO which maintain a constant capacity at the same cycle number.

GCE
GCE-MWCNTs
GCE-CuO
GCE-MWCNTs-CuO

Figure 4.23: The plot comparing the discharge capacity behavior of GCE,
GCE-MWCNT, GCE-CuO and GCE-MWCNT-CuO as a function of cycle
number.

The bare GCE easily lose capacity and falls sharply to zero capacity, after which
it shows signs of regaining capacity, possibly due to electrode cleaning effect as
the scan number increases.
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The bar graph in figure 4.24 clearly shows the discharge capacities of different
materials modified on glassy carbon electrode. As can be seen both the GCE
and GCE-MWCNT electrodes attain their maximum capacities at the same cycle
number of 5. The GCE-MWCNT-CuO electrode shows a small discharge
capacity compared to both GCE-MWCNT and GCE-CuO electrodes. These
results are consistent with the charge profile results where GCE-CuO was
charged to a high voltage. This may be due to the CuO blocking the pores/caps
of the MWCNTs, preventing the adsorption of hydrogen.

Figure 4.24: The bar graph clearly showing the discharge capacities for
modified glassy carbon electrode.

4.3.5.5 Effect of the Cu decorated MWCNTs

Copper nanoparticles synthesized by reduction with sodium borohydride are
mainly cubic in shape. Nanoparticles are known for their high surface area and
their high respond to applied potential in electrochemistry (especially copper and
nickel nanoparticles). The size and shape of nanoparticles is controlled during
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their synthesis by the rate of the drop of sodium borohydride and the stirring rate.
It is of interest to synthesize nanoparticles of a desired size to avoid blockage of
the MWCNTs caps during modification, since this caps plays a major role in
hydrogen being stored in the inside of the MWCNTs [56].

4.3.5.5.1 Cyclic voltammetry analysis at the GCE-MWCNT-Cu electrode

The GCE-Cu shows two cathodic peaks possibly due to the reduction of Cu2+ to
Cu+ and to electron rich Cu0 as shown in figure 4.25 (c). No cathodic peak is
observed for GCE-MWCNT-Cu, but only the anodic peak. Similar results were
reported by Reinaldo et al. [57], during studies of electrochemical activity of
copper nanoparticles in DMF binder. They found two anodic current plateaus,
associating the first with the electro-oxidation of Cu to Cu (I) and further oxidation
to Cu (II). They derived the reaction scheme as follows:
2Cu + H 2 O
Cu 2 O + H 2 O

Cu 2 O + 2H+ + 2e2CuO + 2H+ + 2e-

(Scheme 4.2)
(Scheme

4.3)

The GCE-MWCNT electrode was observed to continue showing its redox activity
by showing two broad anodic peaks.
A sharp anodic peak is observed in both GCE-Cu and GCE-MWCNT-Cu at a
potential of nearly -0.5 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) as depicted in figure 4.25, which is
consistence with the theory [56]. No significant synergistic effect is seen for
MWCNTs and Cu, except for the fact that the peak becomes more sharp and
long in size and also the peak at a potential of nearly -0.27 V (vs. Ag/AgCl)
disappears. The successful decoration of Cu nanoparticles on the surface of the
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MWCNTs was verified by TEM (refer to TEM images in figure 4.2) and SEM (see
SEM images in figure 4.7) micrographs.

(a)
(a)

(b)
(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 4.25: Cyclic voltammetric profiles of (a) GCE, (b) GCE-MWCNT, (c)
GCE-Cu and (d) GCE-MWCNT-Cu at a scan rate of 50 mV/s.
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4.3.5.5.2 Effect of the CV scan number on the current response using the
GCE-MWCNT-Cu electrode

The effect of scan number is one of the important factors that need to be
investigated. From figure 4.26, it can be seen that as the scan number increases,
the anodic peak shift to a less negative current. The separation of the second
anodic peak (broad one) also increases as compared to the first anodic peak.
Therefore it can be observed that as the scan number increases the anodic peak
current shift to a more positive potential and tend to decrease the anodic current.
At the same instances the cathodic peak current tends to decrease shifting the
peak to a more negative potential. It is therefore suggested that the electrocatalytic activity of the GCE-MWCNT-Cu electrode on the current response is
influenced by the scan number [58]. From figure 4.26 (a) it is evident that as the
scan number increases, the GCE-MWCNT-Cu electrode gets passivated as seen
by a decrease in anodic current response [58].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.26: (a) The CV profiles showing the effect of the scan number on both
the anodic and cathodic peak current using GCE-MWCNT-Cu at a scan rate of
10 mV/s and (b) plot of anodic current against scan number.
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4.3.5.5.3 Charge-discharge voltage studies

As shown in figure 4.27, the charge-discharge cycle affect both the discharge
and charge voltages. Figure 4.27 (a) shows that as the charge cycle increases,
the GCE-Cu tend to be charged to a high voltage and also figure 4.27 (b) shows
that the discharging voltage tend to increase as the discharge cycle increases.
Similar results were reported by Seung et al. [59]. They observed that repetitive
charge-discharge cycle tend to cause the activation process of the GCE-Cu
working electrode as seen by an increase in charge-discharge voltages until the
saturation of the charge-discharge storage capacity is reached [59].

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.27: Voltage profiles of GCE-Cu depicting the effect of multi-running
using GCE-Cu for both (a) charging (i) 1st, (ii) 2nd and (iii) 3rd scans and (b)
discharging processes at (i) 1st, (ii) 2nd and (iii) 3rd scans.
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4.3.5.5.4 Comparative discharge capacity studies

Figure 4.28 clearly shows the synergistic effect (combined power) between GCEMWCNTs and GCE-Cu. The discharge voltages of GCE-Cu, and GCE-MWCNTCu as obtained in chronopotentiometry (applied current of 1 µA) are – 0.600 V
and – 0.670 V respectively .As expected, GCE-MWCNT-Cu shows highest
hydrogen storage capacity due to its high surface area and catalytic activity has
improved due to presence of MWCNTs and Cu nanoparticles respectively.
Therefore, the increase in the hydrogen storage capacity is in the order: GCE <
GCE-MWCNT < GCE-Cu < GCE-MWCNT-Cu.

GCE
GCE-MWCNTs
GCE-Cu
GCE-MWCNTs-Cu

Figure 4.28: The plots of discharge capacity against cycle number for GCE,
GCE-MWCNT, GCE-Cu and GCE-MWCNT-Cu.

Note that as the cycle number increases, the capacity of GCE-Cu falls below that
of GCE-MWCNT. GCE-MWCNT-Cu has a maximum capacity of approximately
0.383 nAh/g at cycle number 4 compared to 0.041 nAh/g of GCE (excess of
0.342 nAh/g by GCE-MWCNT-Cu) at the same cycle number.
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The bar graph is figure 4.29 below shows the synergistic effect between the
GCE-MWCNT and GCE-Cu. It is interesting to note that the discharge capacity of
the GCE-Cu electrode is higher than that of the GCE-MWCNT electrode. The
GCE-MWCNT-Cu electrode doubles the capacity for the GCE-Cu electrode
indicating the combined power of the copper nanoparticles and the carbon
nanotubes. The maximum capacities are obtained at the same cycle number for
all the electrodes except the GCE-MWCNT-Cu electrode.

GCE-MWCNTs-Cu

GCE-MWCNTs

GCE-Cu

GCE

Figure 4.29: The bar graph clearly showing the discharge capacities of a
modified glassy carbon electrodes.

4.3.5.6 Effect of the Fe decorated MWCNTs

Iron is a metallic chemical element with atomic number 26. Iron and iron alloys
are by far the most common metals and they forms compound mainly in the +2
and +3 oxidation state. Traditionally, iron (II) compounds are called ferrous, and
iron (III) compounds are called ferric. Industrially, iron is produced from iron ores,
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principally hematite (Fe 2 O 3 ) and magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ). Iron has a low cost and high
strength [60, 61]. The current high interest in iron/iron oxide nanoparticles
applications can be partly attributed to their presumed ease of injection and faster
reactivity. Under environmental conditions, nanoparticles with Fe(0) cores persist
because they are passivated by a shell of oxides. Iron oxides are chemical
compound composed of iron and oxygen. Iron (III) oxide (Fe 2 O 3, hermatite) is a
common form of iron with a reddish brown color and was the one used in this
dissertation [62].
The MWCNTs used throughout the experiment were prepared from iron (II)
pthalocyanine (Sigma-Aldrich, 90% assay). As expected, iron nanoparticles are
one of the impurities with amorphous carbon and carbon nanoparticles. From the
previous report, the current response, charge and discharge voltages and the
discharge capacities of the as-prepared and purified MWCNTs were investigated,
and the as-prepared MWCNTs outperformed the purified MWCNTs. This
indicates that the iron nanoparticles play a role in enhancing the electrochemical
activity of the MWCNTs for hydrogen storage [63].
Despite huge literature for hydrogen storage in CNTs, little has been studied on
the electrochemical activity of iron nanoparticles decorated CNTs for hydrogen
storage as compared to the nickel nanoparticles and nickel oxides decorated
CNTs [64]. Iron and silver nanoparticles are mainly used as cleaning agents for
contaminated ground water and site remediation. They are able to degrade the
chlorinated compound found in water to harmless products as it was proven in
previous research report. In this report, the objective is to investigate the
electrochemical activity of MWCNTs decorated with iron nanoparticles and its
oxides for hydrogen storage. The glassy carbon (0.07 cm2) was used as a
support for the MWCNTs-M (M = Fe or Fe 2 O 3 ) hybrid due to its low cost,
chemical inertness and wide potential window which are advantages over the
precious metal electrodes such as gold.
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4.3.5.6.1 Cyclic voltammetric response at the GCE-MWCNT-Fe electrode

The cyclic voltammetric responses of the GCE-Fe and GCE-MWCNT-Fe
electrodes at a scan rate of 100 mV/s are compared in figure 4.30. As can be
seen, the GCE-Fe electrode shows a high current response compared to the
GCE-CNT-Fe electrode. The presence of the MWCNTs tends to decrease the
current response as compared to its absence which increases the current
response. In this case, the MWCNTs do not efficiently serve as the conducting
carbon material between the metal nanoparticles and the glassy carbon
electrode. TEM (see TEM images in figure 4.3) and SEM (see SEM images in
figure 4.8) clearly showed Fe nanoparticles well coated on the surface of the
oxidized MWCNTs, justifying that the method employed for decoration of
MWCNTs with metal nanoparticles and metal oxides was efficient.

GCE-Fe
GCEMWCNTsFe

Figure 4.30: Cyclic voltammetric profiles comparing the current density for the
(i) GCE-Fe and the (ii) GCE-MWCNT-Fe electrodes at a scan rates of 100
mV/s.
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4.3.5.6.2 Controlled potential electrolysis studies

The discharge capacities as a function of cycle number for various glassy carbon
modified electrode are shown in figure 4.31. The discharge voltages of GCE-Fe,
and GCE-MWCNT-Fe as obtained in chronopotentiometry (applied current of 1
µA) was – 0.899 V for both electrodes. As can be seen, the GCE-MWCNT
electrode shows a high discharge capacity for hydrogen followed by the GCEMWCNT-Fe electrode. A sharp fall in discharge capacity for the bare GCE is
observed. The GCE-Fe electrode shows a low discharge capacity but tend to
have a long cycle life. A short cycle life is seen for the GCE-MWCNT-Fe
electrode, living up to 11th cycle number.
GCE
GCE-MWCNTs
GCE-Fe
GCEMWCNTs-Fe

Figure 4.31: The plots of discharge capacity against cycle number for GCE,
GCE-MWCNT, GCE-Fe and GCE-MWCNT-Fe.

Figure 4.32 is the bar graph clearly showing the maximum discharge capacity for
the bare GCE, GCE-MWCNT, GCE-Fe and the GCE-MWCNT-Fe electrodes. It
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can be clearly seen that the GCE-MWCNT electrode have the highest discharge
capacity followed by the GCE-MWCNT-Fe and bare GCE respectively, with the
lowest discharge capacity attained by the GCE-Fe electrode. Note that as
MWCNTs are integrated with Fe nanoparticles, the discharge capacity tend to be
lower than that of the GCE-MWCNTs but higher than of the GCE-Fe electrode,
this is an indication that MWCNTs have a high electrochemical activity that the
Fe nanoparticles for hydrogen storage. This suggests that, iron nanoparticles are
not an active catalyst to electrochemically catalyze the hydrogenation reaction in
MWCNTs. The high discharge capacity for the GCE-MWCNT-Fe electrode is in
contrast with the CV and CD studies where a low current respond and low charge
voltage was attained by the GCE-MWCNT-Fe as compared to the GCE-Fe
electrode.

GCE

GCE-MWCNTs

GCE-Fe

GCE-MWCNTs-Fe

Figure 4.32: The bar graph clearly showing the maximum discharge capacities
of the specified electrodes.
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4.3.5.7 Effect of the Fe2O3 decorated MWCNTs

4.3.5.7.1 Cyclic voltammetric behaviors at the GCE-MWCNT-Fe2O3 hybrid
electrode

Cyclic voltammetric profiles for the GCE-MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 at various scan rates
are depicted in figure 4.33. A broad anodic peak was reproducible at scan rates
of 10 mV/s, 50 mV/s and 100 mV/s at a potential of about -0.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. Such peaks tend to be absence at a high scan rate of 150
mV/s. It can be seen that as the scan rate was increased, the cyclic
voltammograms become rectangular in shape, typical of a high energy and
power density supercapacitors. More redox waves can be seen at a scan rate of
50 mV/s, indicating a reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ and to Fe+ and finally to Fe0 (a
zero-valent iron). During oxidation process, the same mechanism take place with
the Fe0 starting to lose electrons to form Fe+ which also tend to lose electrons to
form Fe2+ and finally Fe3+.
As expected, figure 4.33 (b) shows that as the scan number is increased the
anodic peak at a potential of approximately -0.7 V tend to shift to a more positive
current and less negative potential. Note that as the scan rate is increased, the
current response tend to be great, as shown by the current full scale being 1 mA
from a scan rate of 50 mV/s to 150 mV/s. The featureless CV’s with no faradic
peaks is observed in figure 4.33 (d). From figure 4.33 (a), it is notable that even
at a low scan rate of 10 mV/s, the CV was more or less rectangular in shape. The
rectangular shaped CV over a wide range of scan rates is the ultimate goal in
electrochemical double-layer capacitors which have a high energy (duration at
which the strength of the given current and voltage combination can be applied)
and power density (strength of the current and voltage combination). Therefore,
these findings suggest a possible application of GCE-MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 electrode
in supercapacitors. These results are consistent with the literature whereby it is
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said that the main classes of supercapacitors are metal oxides, electronically
conducting polymers and carbon-based supercapacitors [42]. The GCE-MWCNTFe 2 O 3 is an example of a hybrid supercapacitor which can attract great attention
to researchers. These CV results are consistent with the TEM (see TEM images
in figure 4.3) and SEM (see SEM images in figure 4.8) images which showed
Fe 2 O 3 well decorated on the surface of the MWCNTs.

Figure 4.33: Cyclic voltammetric profiles for the GCE-MWCNT-Fe2O3
electrode depicting the effect of scanning the potential at a scan rate of (a) 10
mV/s, (b) 50 mV/s, (c) 100 mV/s and (d) 150 mV/s on the shape of the cyclic
voltammogram.
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4.3.5.7.2 Controlled potential electrolysis profiles of the Fe2O3 decorated
MWCNTs

The GCE-Fe 2 O 3 electrode shows the highest discharge capacity than the GCE,
GCE-MWCNT and GCE-MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 electrodes as shown in figure 4.34 (a).
The discharge voltages of GCE-Fe 2 O 3 , and GCE-MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 as obtained in
chronopotentiometry (applied current of 1 µA) are – 0.900 V and – 0.500 V
respectively. The maximum capacity for the GCE-MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 electrode is
even lower than for the bare GCE. The bare GCE, GCE-Fe 2 O 3 and the GCEMWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 electrodes have equal cycle life of 12, whereas the GCEMWCNT shows a long cycle life living up to 19th cycle number.
The bar graph in figure 4.34 (b) clearly shows the maximum capacity attained by
each electrode. The increase in the discharge capacity followed the order: GCEMWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 < GCE < GCE-MWCNT < GCE-Fe 2 O 3 . The discharge capacity
of the GCE-Fe 2 O 3 is higher than of the GCE-Fe electrode. It can be seen that the
GCE-Fe 2 O 3 gave a high discharge capacity than the GCE-MWCNT electrode in
contrast to the GCE-Fe electrode. As Fe 2 O 3 are added to the MWCNTs
materials, the discharge capacity tends to decrease. In this case it is obvious that
the MWCNTs are not playing their role for hydrogen storage. The low discharge
capacity for the GCE-MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 electrode was consistent with the CP
studies where a low charge and discharge voltages were attained. Contradiction
was observed with the CV studies where the GCE-MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 electrode
gave a high current response than the GCE-Fe 2 O 3 electrode.
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GCE
GCE-MWCNTs
GCE-Fe2O3
GCE-MWCNTsFe2O3

GCE

GCE-MWCNTs

GCE-Fe2O3

GCE-MWCNTs-Fe2O3

Figure 4.34: (a) The discharge capacities for different glassy carbon modified
electrodes as a function of cycle number. (b) Bar graph clearly showing the
maximum discharge capacities attained by electrodes.
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4.3.5.8 Effect of NiO decorated MWCNTs

Nanosized materials, such as metal oxides and metal nanoparticles have
attracted much attention recently because of their unusual chemical and physical
properties which are different from those of bulk materials. Nickel is a chemical
element with atomic number 28 [65-67]. It is a silvery white lustrous metal. The
nickel metal is corrosion resistant, finding many uses in alloys and as a catalyst
for hydrogenation. Nickel foam and nickel mesh are used in gas diffusion
electrodes for alkaline fuel cells [68, 69].
Nickel (II) oxide is a chemical compound with formula NiO. It is notable as being
the only well characterized oxides of nickel (although nickel (III) oxide, Ni 2 O 3 and
NiO 2 have well-being claimed). NiO can be prepared by multiple methods, upon
heating above 400 oC, nickel powder react with oxygen to give NiO [70, 71]. The
simplest and most successful method of preparation is through pyrolysis of nickel
(II) compounds such as nitrate and hydroxides. Recently, NiO was used to make
the NiCd rechargeable batteries found in many electronic devices [72-75]. NiO is
also a versatile hydrogenation catalyst [76]. Nanosized nickel oxides, NiO, are
widely used in many technological applications because they exhibit particular
catalytic, analogous electronic and magnetic properties [77]. Another important
application of NiO is in a battery system [78-80]. Non-stoichiometric nickel oxide
is a good P-type semiconductor owing to its defect structure and it is also a
potential gas sensor for H 2 . These applications can be enhanced by decreasing
the particle size, preferably to less than 10 nm [81, 82]. All electrolysis reaction
studies discussed under this section were undertaken at 24 oC.
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4.3.5.8.1 Cyclic voltammetric response at the GCE-MWCNT-NiO hybrid
electrode

Figure 4.35 compares the CV profiles of bare GCE, GCE-MWCNT, GCE-NiO and
GCE-MWCNT-NiO electrodes. It can be seen that the GCE-MWCNT outperform
the bare GCE electrode due to its high conductivity, high surface area and pore
structures. These characteristics make MWCNTs good materials for hydrogen
storage. Figure 4.35 also indicate the good conductive behavior of MWCNT. Two
broad anodic peaks are observed compared to other materials. This may be
caused by the fact that MWCNTs may act as a mix of metallic, semiconducting
and insulating materials, depending on the chirality of the tubes, i.e. geometry or
arrangements of the tube structures.
A small cathodic peak is observed for GCE-NiO and anodic peak for GCEMWCNT-NiO. This shows an increase in electron transfer kinetic rate due to the
presence of nickel oxide which promotes the multiple redox reactions. This will in
turn increase the hydrogen storage capacity. More cathodic current is seen for
GCE-MWCNT-NiO compared to GCE-NiO which shows a good oxidation
behavior and confirms a synergy between NiO and MWCNTs. Successful
modification of MWCNTs with NiO was clearly confirmed by the SEM images in
figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.35: Cyclic voltammograms of (i) Bare GCE, (ii) GCE-MWCNT, (iii)
GCE-NiO and (iv) GCE-MWCNT-NiO electrodes depicting their synergistic
effect at a scan rate of 50 mV/s.

4.3.5.8.2 Effect of scan rate on the current response using the GCE-NiO
electrode

Figure 4.36 shows the effect of scan rate on the current response using the GCENiO electrode. As the scan rate increases more ions tend to diffuse to the
electrode surface area resulting in an increase in current respond. Similar results
were reported by Swamy et al. [83]. As seen below, the voltammogram tend to
become more rectangular as the scan rate increases, indicating an increase in
energy density. Rectangular-shaped cyclic voltammograms over a wide range of
scan rates is the ultimate goal in the electrochemical double-layer capacitors [42].
This behavior is very important for practical applications. The GCE-NiO electrode
retains its rectangular shape of CVs up to a high scan rate of 150 mV/s. This
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means the charge and discharge processes are very fast at the interface
between the GCE-NiO and the electrolyte solution. The rectangular CVs and high
speeds of charge and discharge suggest a possible application of GCE-NiO to
supercapacitors.
The cathodic peak for GCE-NiO is retained even at higher scan rates with the
voltammograms being wider in size which is an indication of more ions diffusing
through the electrode. Higher scan rates increases the electron transfer
mechanism at the surface of the electrode [83].

Figure 4.36: Combined CV profiles at 10 mV/s, 50 mV/s, 100 mV/s and 150
mV/s, with an arrow showing an increase in cathodic peak current using GCENiO electrode.

Figure 4.37 clearly shows the relationship between current and square root of
scan rate. A direct proportion can be seen using GCE-NiO which agrees with the
following Ilkovic equation:
i p = 2.69 * 105 n3/2 ACD1/2 v1/2,
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(Eq. 4.2)

with v representing the scan rate.
This stresses the fact that more ions diffuse to the electrode at higher scan rate
due to absence of hindrance on the surface of the electrode. This linear
dependence of the reduction peak current on the scan rate showed that the
process was diffusion-controlled [83]. The proposed behavior of NiO at the glassy
carbon electrode in the presence of the 6 M KOH electrolyte might arise from the
diffusion of 6 M KOH at the electrode surface and the interaction between 6 M
KOH and NiO [83]. The relationship between square root of the scan rate and
cathodic peak current is a good linearity and it is in the range of 10-150 mV/s.

Figure 4.37: A plot of the cathodic peak current against the square root of the
scan rate using GCE-NiO electrode.
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4.3.5.8.3 Effect of the amount of current applied in chronopotentiometric
studies on the charge and discharge voltages

The amount of current applied in chronopotentiometry determines the amount of
voltage produced. Figure 4.38 investigate the effect of applied current on the
voltage for both charging and discharging processes. It can be seen that as the
applied charging current is increased, the voltage tend to decrease compared to
an increase in discharge voltage (more negative) as the current increases. From
the discharge voltage profile, it can be seen that the polarization was relatively
low even for the discharge current of 6 µA [61]. The results obtained emphasize
that the adsorption of hydrogen (charging) is promoted by a more negative
current, and desorption (discharging) is promoted by a less positive current. In
cyclic voltammetry, the reduction (charging) was observed to takes place at a
more negative potential while oxidation (discharging) occurs at a more positive
potential resulting in an negative current produced to make the redox reaction
continuous (i.e. initiate the charging process).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.38: Voltage profiles showing the effect of applied (a) charge and (b)
discharge current using GCE-NiO electrode.
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4.3.5.8.4 Effect of scan number on the charge-discharge voltage using the
GCE-MWCNT-NiO electrode

As the GCE-MWCNT-NiO tends to be charged continuously, the voltage tends to
increase as shown in figure 4.39 (a). And also discharge voltage increases as the
GCE-MWCNT-NiO is discharged continuously. Repeated charge-discharge
cycles results in the activation process of the GCE-MWCNT-NiO working
electrode until the saturation point is reached, as depicted in figure 4.39. Similar
results were observed by Reinaldo et al. [57]. It can be seen that as both the
charging and discharging numbers increase, the voltage tend to increase at a low
amount compared to initial charging and discharging voltages. This may be due
to GCE-MWCNT-NiO electrode losing capacity or being poisoned so as to reach
the saturation point. Several slopes are observed in discharge curves, indicating
the existence of different adsorption sites.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.39: Voltage profile showing the effect of (i) 1st, (ii) 2nd, (iii) 3rd, (iv) 4th
and (v) 5th (a) Charge and (b) Discharge current on the GCE-MWCNT-NiO.
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4.3.5.8.5 Discharge capacity studies

Figure 4.40 shows the combined discharge capacity plots, clearly comparing the
effect of cycle number on the capacity for (i) GCE, (ii) GCE-NiO, (iii) GCEMWCNT and (iv) GCE-MWCNT-NiO electrodes. The discharge voltages of GCENiO, and GCE-MWCNT-NiO as obtained in chronopotentiometry (applied current
of 1 µA) are – 0.600 V and – 0.809 V respectively. It can be seen that GCEMWCNT-NiO exhibit high hydrogen storage capacity than the other materials.
GCE-NiO gave a high capacity at cycle number 6, but falls sharply until reaching
zero at cycle number 17 after which it gains capacity. GCE-MWCNT-NiO shows
the best results, but has a short cycle life compared to GCE-MWCNT and GCENiO. Electrochemical discharge capacities of both GCE-MWCNT-NiO and GCECNT initially increase with cycle number compared to GCE-NiO which shows an
initial decrease in capacity. The maximum capacity of GCE-MWCNT-NiO
reached at a lower cycle number (5) compared to cycle number 6 of GCE-NiO.
This is an indication of the fast kinetics of hydrogen adsorption in these systems.

GCE
GCE-MWCNTs
GCE-NiO
GCEMWCNTs-NiO

Figure 4.40: A plot of discharging capacity against cycle number showing the
synergistic response of both MWCNTs and NiO ((i) Bare GCE, (ii) GCE-NiO,
(iii) GCE-MWCNT and (iv) GCE-MWCNT-NiO electrodes).
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The bar graphs in figure 4.41 clearly shows the synergy between the GCE-NiO
and GCE-MWCNT electrode as compared to GCE-CuO and GCE-MWCNT
electrodes where no synergy was observed (figure 4.41 (b)). This may be due to
the small size of the synthesized NiO as compared to CuO (refer to SEM
images). It is known that small materials have a high surface area which results
in high hydrogen uptake as compared to bulky materials [51]. These discharge
capacity studies are consistent with the CV studies where GCE-MWCNTs-NiO
electrode gave the highest cathodic current response. It can be seen that the
maximum capacities are attained at approximately the same cycle number of 5.
GCE-CuO
GCE-MWCNTs-NiO
GCE-MWCNTs
GCE-NiO

GCEMWCNTs
- CuO

GCE
GCE-MWCNTs
GCE

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.41: (a) The bar graph clearly depicting the synergistic response
between MWCNTs and NiO and (b) the absence of synergy between MWCNTs
and CuO.
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4.3.5.9 Effect of the Ni decorated MWCNTs

Herein, the study investigate the effect of Ni decorated CNTs on the current
response, charge-discharge voltages and discharge capacity for hydrogen
storage. The small sized Ni nanoparticles were clearly seen on the SEM images
in figure 4.9.

4.3.5.9.1 Cyclic voltammetric response at the GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode

Two broad cathodic and anodic peaks are observed for GCE-Ni as shown in
figure 4.42 (c). For GCE-MWCNT-Ni the voltammogram becomes rectangular in
shape with a sharp cathodic peak at a voltage of -0.69 V. The MWCNTs-Ni
hybrid is clearly depicted by SEM (refer to SEM images in figure 4.9) and TEM
(see TEM images in figure 4.4). Two small anodic peaks are also retained. The
rectangular voltammogram is due to the present of carbon nanotubes in the
composite. Similar results were reported by Chien-Te et al. [84], where also the
Ni-CNT electrode gave the highest current response than the fresh CNTs
electrode [84]. As expected, no peaks are observed for bare GCE. Although the
mechanism leading to the enhancement of capacitive current are not well
understood for the Ni-attached MWCNTs, it is believed that Ni-coated on
MWCNTs may very well contribute to it [84].
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4.42: Cyclic voltammetric profiles of (a) Bare GCE, (b) GCE-MWCNT,
(c) GCE-Ni and (d) GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrodes at a scan rate of 50 mV/s.

4.3.5.9.2 Effect of scan number on the anodic and cathodic peaks using
GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode

The effect of scan number was investigated by using GCE-MWCNT-Ni at a scan
rate of 10 mV/s, as shown in figure 4.43. As the scan number increases, the
cathodic current tends to increase, while the anodic current tends to decrease as
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seen in figure 4.43 (b). The grid lines clearly show an increase and a decrease
behavior of current.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.43: (a) Cyclic voltammetric profiles depicting the effect of scan number
at 10 mV/s and (b) the respective plot showing the effect of scan number on both
the (i) cathodic and (ii) anodic current using GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode. The
arrows indicate the reproducible peaks.
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4.3.5.9.3 Discharge capacity studies for Ni decorated MWCNTs

Comparison of the discharge capacity and behavior of GCE-MWCNT, GCE-Ni
and GCE-MWCNT-Ni is shown in figure 4.44. The discharge voltages of GCE-Ni,
and GCE-MWCNT-Ni as obtained in chronopotentiometry (applied current of 1
µA) are – 0.620 V and – 0.780 V respectively. As expected, a high discharge
capacity is shown by GCE-MWCNT-Ni due to the present of both high surface
area materials (MWCNT and Ni) combined. These results are consistent with the
CV and discharge voltage studies where GCE-MWCNTs-Ni electrode gave the
highest current respond and the highest discharge voltage compared to GCE-Ni.
An increase in discharge capacity is as follows: bare GCE< GCE-MWCNT <
GCE-Ni < GCE-MWCNT-Ni with the GCE-MWCNT behaving better that GCE-Ni
since it does not gradually fall (retains its capacity) as the cycle number
increases. The GCE-MWCNT-Ni also shows a short cycle life compared to GCEMWCNT and GCE-Ni electrodes. From figure 4.44, it can be seen that Ni
particles promote higher hydrogen-storage capability. Similar results were
reported by Chien-Te et al. [84].

GCE
GCEMWCNTs
GCE-Ni
GCEMWCNTs
-Ni

Figure 4.44: A plot depicting the effect of cycle number on the discharge
capacity of (i) GCE, (ii) GCE-Ni, (iii) GCE-MWCNT and (iv) GCE-MWCNT-Ni
electrodes.
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The discharge capacities for the GCE, GCE-MWCNT, GCE-Ni and GCEMWCNT-Ni electrodes are clearly presented in figure 4.45. It can be observed
that the combination of MWCNTs and Ni nanoparticles results in a significant
increase in hydrogen uptake by the GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode. This confirms a
synergy between MWCNTs and Ni nanoparticles. It was suggested that in
addition to electrochemical storage of hydrogen, the other path for adsorbing and
oxidizing hydrogen is that hydrogen molecules prefer to adsorb physically on
MWCNTs, instead of electrochemical redox of hydrogen, followed by forming the
metal hydride [84]. Researchers has inferred that this physisorption on MWCNTs
may occur in pore or outer surface from atomic hydrogen produced by
electrolysis [25] It is also said that metallic Ni supported on MWCNTs has the
lower electrode overpotential [20], e.g., the connection between electrode
material and current collector. The above speculations impact that the presence
of Ni would facilitate the formation of hydrogen adsorption in aqueous solution
[84].

GCE-MWCNTs-Ni

GCE

GCE-MWCNTs

GCE-Ni

Figure 4.45: The bar graph clearly showing the discharge capacities of
different glassy carbon modifiers.
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The presence of nickel nanoparticles dispersed on the surface of the MWCNTs
improves the hydrogen uptake by MWCNTs. This is due to the catalytic activity of
the nickel nanoparticles which assists in the dissociation of hydrogen molecules
to hydrogen atoms thereby allowing atomic hydrogen to adsorb chemically at the
defective sites of the MWCNTs. The chemical adsorption process is improved by
the presence of nickel nanoparticles whereby hydrogen atom occupies sites
which would be prevented from adsorption in the other cases owing to the
increase in hydrogen uptake [84].

4.3.5.10 Overall comparison of discharge capacities of different glassy
carbon modified electrodes

Figure 4.46 compares the maximum capacities of different glassy carbon
modified electrodes. The GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode showed the highest
hydrogen storage capacity of 8 nAh/g, which is equivalent to an H/C value of
28.32*10-9wt%. The lowest discharge capacity of 0.5 nAh/g was observed the
GCE-Fe electrode. In general, it can be said that Iron nanoparticles are not
suitable materials for hydrogen storage as it was seen also by the GCE-MWCNTFe 2 O 3 and GCE-MWCNT-Fe electrodes giving low discharge capacities. GCEFe 2 O 3 was able to outperform both GCE-CuO and GCE-Ni electrodes by giving
high discharge capacity. The low discharge capacities by iron-base electrode
(Fe 2 O 3 and Fe) as compared to the copper and nickel-based electrodes may be
one of the reasons why iron-based electrodes are not preferred in hydrogen
storage studies.
From the copper-based electrodes and nickel-based electrodes, it is evident that
nanoparticles enhance the electrochemical activity of MWCNTs by increasing
their catalytic activity and surface area for hydrogen storage. Therefore, this
results could lead to the conclusion that GCE-MWCNT-M (M = Ni or NiO) hybrid
is suitable for hydrogen storage due to their high discharge capacities.
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Figure 4.46: Comparison of the maximum capacity attained by specified
electrode.

4.3.5.11 Effect of the MWCNTs loading

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) combine unique chemical and physical properties
which have attracted the interest of numerous researchers for applications such
as supercapacitors, chemical sensors and energy storage devices [85-87]. The
storage of hydrogen in a light element like carbon could lead to the formation of
power suppliers for mobile applications with higher energy densities [88-91]. The
variation of hydrogen storage capacity may arise due to the differences of CNTs
used (SWCNTs or MWCNTs), purity, chirality of tubes, tube diameter, bundle
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appearance, presence of metal catalyst and the amount of CNTs present [92,
93]. The percentage/amount of CNTs working electrode for hydrogen storage is
one of the most important factor that need to be studied. CNTs have many
properties that make them suitable materials for hydrogen storage such as: high
surface area, controlled pore size, reversible behavior, high conductivity, etc [9497]. The electrolysis temperature for this investigation was 21 oC.

4.3.5.11.1 Effect of MWCNTs loading on the current response

Cyclic voltammetric profiles for the effect of MWCNTs loadings on the current
density for hydrogen storage are depicted in figure 4.47 (a). It can be seen that
as the amount of MWCNTs loading increases, there is a decrease in activity of
the GCE-MWCNTs-Ni electrode as shown by the current density. This behavior
is clearly shown in figure 4.47 (b) whereby a sharp decrease in current density is
observed from 6wt% to 8wt% MWCNTs loading. This may be due to the
decrease in surface area or reactive sites when more MWCNTs are added.
Based on the results, it can be concluded that less carbon nanotubes (2wt%
MWCNTs) provide a sufficient surface area for electrochemical activity in
hydrogen storage. A broad cathodic peak for the GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode is
observed at a potential of -0.48 V vs. Ag/AgCl, NaCl reference electrode. Cyclic
voltammetric profiles are nearly rectangular in shape, typical of a high energy and
power density MWCNTs materials. These results are consistent with the results
reported by Tarbena et al. [98], where a gradual decrease in peak current was
observed as the amount of CNTs were loaded [98]. Carbon nanotubes addition
caused a linear decrease in current response, but this is not always the case as
the current response reduction is moderated by another effect: enhancement of
both ionic and electronic percolation networks resulting from CNT presence in the
active material. Carbon nanotubes form an open mesoporous network which
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makes it easier the ion adsorption and limits the current response loss when
CNTs content increases in the active material [48, 49].

2wt% MWCNTs
4wt% MWCNTs
6wt% MWCNTs
8wt% MWCNTs

Figure 4.47: (a) Cyclic voltammetric profiles showing the relationship between
current density and the amount of MWCNTs in a 6 M KOH electrolyte using the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni at a sweep rate of 100 mV/s. (b) A plot showing the
relationship between the peak current and MWCNT ’s loading.
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4.3.5.11.2 Influence of MWCNTs loading on the discharge current

The following study investigates the effect of MWCNTs loading (2wt%, 4wt%,
6wt% and 8wt%) on the discharge current using the MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode.
The GCE-MWCNT-Ni (2wt% MWCNTs) electrode shows the highest discharge
current of 3.64E-06 μA compared to the 4wt% MWCNTs (2.36E-06μA), 6wt%
MWCNTs (3.16E-06 μA) and 8wt% MWCNTs (1.7E-06 μA) as shown in figure
4.48. Similar results were reported by Tarbena et al. [98], where they found that
CNTs loading was inversely proportional to the discharge capacity. The best
results by the GCE-MWCNT-Ni (2wt% MWCNTs) electrode are consistent with
CV, discharge profile in CP and CPE. For each CPE run, the applied potential
was determined from the respective CP run. In the previous reports where
MWCNTs weight percentages were higher, 4wt% MWCNTs gave a highest
current response, discharge voltage and discharge current. From these results,
4wt% of MWCNTs appears to be a good compromise for maximum hydrogen
storage in the GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode.

2wt% MWCNTs
4wt% MWCNTs
8wt% MWCNTs

Figure 4.48: Controlled potential electrolysis profiles for the GCE-MWCNT-Ni
electrodes showing the effect of MWCNTs loadings on the discharge current.
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4.3.5.12 Effect of the Ni loading

Among various applications of carbon nanotubes, there has been increasing
interest in CNTs as heterogeneous catalyst support. Pioneer studies have
pointed out that metal nanoparticles supported on CNTs provide an excellent
catalyst activity [99, 100]. For instance, Xiang et al. [52] has used sonochemical
technique to deposit Pt nanoparticles onto the surface of CNTs, exhibiting a great
activity in electrochemical adsorption and desorption of hydrogen. Kibria et al.
[101] have indicated that Li-doped CNTs produce a higher hydrogen storage
capacity, which is six times higher than undoped CNTs. However, there are few
reports focused on the reactivity of metal nanocatalyst in electrochemical system.
However, the role that the attachment of nickel on CNTs plays in hydrogen
storage in electrochemical systems has not yet been clearly elucidated [102,
103]. The KOH electrolyte temperature for this study was 21 oC.

4.3.5.12.1 Comparative impact of Ni loading on the current response at
various scan number

The following study investigates the influence of the quantity of nickel
nanoparticles on the current response at the first and third scan number. The
electrolysis temperature for this study was 21 oC. Hydrogen is adsorbed in the
cathodic direction and desorbed in the anodic direction. Therefore, the
mechanism for the electrochemical reaction of MWCNT-Ni electrode can be
expressed as follows:
Ni + xH 2 O + xe-

Ni.xH ads + xOH-,

(Scheme

Ni.xH ads + CNT

CNT.xH ads + Ni.

(Scheme

4.4)

4.5)
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Since the peak current known to be proportional to Ni loading, reaction scheme
4.4 is thus the rate-determining step in the overall electrochemical reaction. At
first, each Ni nanoparticle adsorbs x hydrogen atoms. This means that high
coverage of Ni nanoparticles can promote the greater hydrogen storage
capability [84]. Then the adsorbed H atoms were transferred from the Ni of CNTNi electrode surface into CNTs after adsorption at Ni site. This mechanism tells
us that Ni catalyst promote an electrochemical activity for hydrogen storage and
the presence of CNTs also act as an acceptor, which provide enough sites for
hydrogen storage. In addition to electrochemical storage of hydrogen, the other
path for adsorbing and oxidizing hydrogen is that the hydrogen molecule prefers
to adsorb physically on the CNTs, instead of electrochemical redox of hydrogen,
followed by forming the metal hydride [84].

4.3.5.12.1.1 Impact of Ni loading on the current response at the first scan
number

The GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) electrode shows the highest current density as
depicted by the first CV scan in figure 4.49 (a). From which an increase in Ni
content results in a decrease in current density as observed when using the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni (8wt% Ni) electrode. The plot in figure 4.49 (b) clearly shows
the effect of Ni loading on the current respond. It can be seen that there is an
increase in current respond from 2wt% Ni to 4wt% Ni consistent with the results
reported by Chien-Te et al. [84]. However, a decrease in current respond was
observed when additional amounts of nickel are introduced. This decrease in
current responds when higher amount are added is in contrast with the results
reported by Chien-Te et al. [84] where the current response increased linearly as
the Ni were loaded. The GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) electrode shows a broad
anodic peak at a potential of about -0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode. It was
proved in previous reports that higher weight percentage of Ni nanoparticles
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results in a direct proportionality with current density, discharge voltage and
discharge capacity.

Figure 4.49: (a) Comparative CV profiles for the first scan recorded at the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode for different Ni loadings in a 6 M KOH electrolyte.
Scan rate = 100 mV/s. (b) The plot showing the relationship between Ni
loading and peak current.
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4.3.5.12.1.2 Impact of Ni loading on the current response at the third scan
number

Figure 4.50 (a) shows the third CV scans for Ni loadings justifying the fact that
the GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) electrode gave the highest current density as
compared to lowest current density by the GCE-MWCNT-Ni (8wt% Ni) electrode.
The results shows that the electrochemical adsorption and desorption of
hydrogen is not a linearly increasing function of the Ni loading as was indicated in
section 4.3.5.12.1.1 The enhancement in electrochemical activity from 2wt% Ni to
4wt% Ni was ascribed to the fact that Ni nanoparticles act as the redox site for
hydrogen storage, thus leading to greater specific peak current as shown in
figure 4.50 (a). A decrease in porosity of the MWCNTs is seen from 4wt% Ni to
8wt% Ni due to increase in ohmic resistance, caused by a decrease in surface
area or active reactive sites for the Ni nanoparticles. A sharp decrease in current
response is observed from 4wt% Ni to 6wt% Ni and finally to 8wt% Ni as clearly
shown in figure 4.50 (b). It is also important for the Ni nanoparticles to be welldispersed on the surface of the MWCNTs to provide maximum reactive sites.
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Figure 4.50: (a) Comparative CV profiles for the third scan recorded at the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode for different Ni loadings in a 6 M KOH electrolyte.
Scan rate = 100 mV/s. (b) The plot showing the relationship between Ni
loading and peak current.
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4.3.5.12.2 Influence of Ni loadings on the discharge current

Figure 4.51 below depict the CPE profiles for the effect of different Ni loadings on
the discharge current. The applied potentials for each CPE analysis were
obtained from the respective chronopotentiometric run. The GCE-MWCNT-Ni
(4wt% Ni) shows the highest discharge current which are the best results in
consistent with the CV and discharge voltage profile, in chronopotentiometric
experiments. The GCE-MWCNT-Ni (2wt% Ni) electrode behaves in the same
manner as the GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) electrode, but it is discharged from a
less amount of current compared to the 4wt% Ni, i.e. the GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt%
Ni) electrode is discharged to a current of 2.62E-05 μA compared to 1.08E-05 μA
by the GCE-MWCNT-Ni (2wt% Ni) electrode. The 6wt% Ni and 8wt% Ni
electrodes show a small discharge current. The highest discharge current by the
4wt% of Ni implies that the Ni catalyst have different activities at different Ni
loadings [104]. It is believed that Ni nanoparticles act as a redox site in the
electrochemical system as reported by Chien-Te et al. [84]. In this case, 4wt% Ni
acting as a redox site lead to a greater hydrogen-storage capability compared to
other Ni weight percentages. Low discharge capacity by higher Ni loadings may
be due to the fact that Ni nanoparticles become large at higher loadings, and as a
result, better dispersions can be achieved only at low nickel percentages [104].
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Figure 4.51: Controlled potential electrolytic profiles for the GCE-MWCNT-Ni
electrode at different Ni nanoparticles loadings.

4.3.5.13

Effect

of

calcined

and

uncalcined

Ni

nanoparticles

on

electrochemical activity of glassy carbon electrode

Since calcination is an endothermic reaction, temperature in the calcination zone
of the particle decreases and heat transfer process occurs from the particle
surroundings to that zone [105, 106]. The relative importance of the heat transfer
process is greatly influenced by the particle size [107]. However, mass transfer
and chemical reaction have been considered as the rate-limiting processes by
the majority of the authors. In recent years, nanomaterials have extensively
attracted interest for their small and quantum size effects [108]. Nanomaterials
can exhibit novel and significant mechanical, electronic, magnetic and optical
properties in comparison with their bulk counterparts. Ni and NiO are important
transition metal nanocatalysts [109, 110]. Furthermore, nickel materials are very
prosperous materials extensively used as catalysis, battery cathodes, gas
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sensors, electrochronic films and magnetic materials [111]. Because of the
volume effect, the quantum size effect, the surface effect and the macroscopic
quantum tunnel effect, nanocrystalline NiO and Ni are expected to possess many
improved properties than those of micrometer-sized NiO and Ni particles which
are influenced by calcination [112-114]. This section investigates the effect of
calcining Ni nanoparticles on the current density, charge-discharge voltages and
on the hydrogen evolution studies using the GCE-MWCNTs-Ni electrode. The
hybrid of carbon nanotubes and nickel nanoparticles was used to monitor the
effect of calcined Ni nanoparticles. The calcination was undertaken at 400 oC.
Electrolysis temperature for this investigation was 24 oC.

4.3.5.13.1 Comparative cyclic voltammetric responses of MWCNT-Nical
and MWCNTs-Niuncal at the surface of the glassy carbon electrode

The GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode shows a higher current density than the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode as depicted in figure 4.52. Calcination affects the
nanoparticles surface area responsible for storage of hydrogen. The low current
density of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode is due to the sintering effect and
crystal growth of the particles. It is suggested that calcined nickel nanoparticles
tend to block the tubes of the MWCNTs resulting in low hydrogen amount being
stored. It is also known that calcining the nickel nanoparticles destroys the active
ions responsible for the formation of the strong bond between MWCNTs and Ni.
Therefore, MWCNTs tend to interact weakly with the Ni resulting in low current
density [95, 96].
The results suggest that, the size of the nickel nanoparticles and the diameter of
the CNTs need to be controlled for maximum adsorption of hydrogen. It is
important to calcine these nanoparticles at a temperature that will not affect the
stability of nanoparticles. Inhibitors such as K 3 PO 4 are used to prevent sintering
and agglomeration of nanoparticles at high temperatures. Nanosized materials
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with sizes below 100 nm are of scientific interest because of improved physicochemical properties [115]. The uncalcined nickel nanoparticles seem to be more
electrochemically active than the calcined nickel nanoparticles. It seems like the
calcinations temperature used decreased the specific surface area of the nickel
nanoparticles, but it known that with an increase in calcinations temperature, the
average pore radius tend to increase as a results of the shrinkage of the
agglomerates, destruction of the minute intercrystallite pores and the interagglomerate densification [115].

Figure 4.52: Comparative cyclic voltammetric profiles of (i) GCE-MWCNTNiuncal and (ii) GCE-MWCNT-Nical at a scan rate of 10 mV/s.

The broad cathodic and anodic peak can be observed for both GCE-MWCNTNi uncal and GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal . It is advantageous to scan at a low rate because
information about adsorption and desorption of hydrogen from the GCE-MWCNTNi electrode can be obtained. Anodic peaks for GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal are obtained
at about -1 V and -0.8 V, while for GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode, the peaks are
at about -0.6 V and -0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode.
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4.3.5.13.2 Charge-discharge voltage analysis

The analysis was undertaken at a constant applied charge current of -2 µA for 60
seconds (1 min). The charge curves of GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal and GCE-MWCNTNi uncal electrodes are shown in figure 4.53. It can be observed that GCEMWCNT-Ni uncal electrode tend to be charged to a high voltage compared to
GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode. The maximum electrochemical charge voltage of 0.165 V is obtained in the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode, while the maximal
charge voltage of GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode is 0.065 V. This obtained high
charge voltage for GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal is consistent with the high current
density obtained by cyclic voltammetry.
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Figure 4.53: Charge and discharge profiles of (i) GCE-MWCNT-Niuncal and (ii)
GCE-MWCNT-Nical from an applied charge current of -2 µA.

4.3.5.13.3 Hydrogen evolution reaction studies

It is known that during the charging process, the water in the electrolyte
dissociate at the working electrode and the adsorbed atomic hydrogen may be
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adsorbed or intercalate in the electrode or recombine at the surface to molecular
hydrogen and diffuse into the electrode. The formation of the molecular hydrogen
on the surface of the electrode is observed by the gas bubbles. This prompted an
investigation of the hydrogen evolution reaction. The general equation for
hydrogen gas evolution reaction is expressed as follows:
2H+ + 2e-

H 2 (g)

(Scheme 4.6)

Two hydrogen adatom combine to form the hydrogen molecule. In the case of the
MWCNT-Ni electrode, the mechanism for hydrogen evolution can be expressed
as follows:
MWCNT-Ni + nH 3 O+ + ne-

MWCNT-NinH + nH 2 O,

(Scheme

4.7)
Where H denote the hydrogen adatom intermediate and n represent the number
of moles. Molecular hydrogen can be formed both by adatom recombination (the
Tafel-Volmer route, scheme (4.7) and (4.8) or following the Heyrovsky-Volmer
(scheme (4.7) and (4.9)) route [116].
MWCNT-NinH

MWCNT-Nin 0.5H 2

MWCNT-NinH + nH 3 O+ + ne-

(Scheme 4.8)

MWCNT-NinH 2 + nH 2 O

(Scheme

4.9)
The hydrogen evolution reaction is an electrocatalytic reaction and it is
irreversible. The rate at which hydrogen ions are transformed into hydrogen gas
is a function of several factors, including the rate of electron transfer from the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode to the hydrogen ions. It is expected that the rate of
hydrogen evolution from GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal and GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrodes
should vary greatly.
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4.3.5.13.3.1 GCE-MWCNT-Nical (4wt% Ni) electrode

The TEM images for the MWCNTs-Ni cal are depicted clearly in figure 4.6, with
Ni cal nanoparticles well dispersed on the surface of the activated MWCNTs. The
hydrogen evolution and oxidation on the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode was
investigated by applying discharge current ranging from 2 µA to 8 µA in
chronopotentiometry. The GCE-MWCNTs-Ni hybrid was chosen because it gave
the maximum discharge capacity compared to other metal nanoparticles and
metal oxides decorated MWCNTs.
Figure 4.54 shows the voltage profile for the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode. The
potential of the electrode decreased gradually during discharging and its
polarization was relatively low even for the discharge current of 8 µA. This
observation is consistent with the results reported by Sabina et al. [61], who used
the CNTs electrode and discharged it with a current ranging from 0.2 to 3.2 mA to
determine the hydrogen evolution studies.
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Figure 4.54: Discharge profiles of GCE-MWCNT-Nical electrode from an
applied discharge current of 2 µA to 8 µA.

Kinetic parameters were obtained by plotting data registered at low overpotential,
which is the method suggested by Allen and Hickling. The classical Tafel
equation can be expressed as follows:
Log [i/(1-exp(-nFή/RT)] = log(i o )-αnFή/2.3RT

(Eq. 4.3)

Where i 0 is the anodic or cathodic current, n is the number of participating
electrons, R is the gas constant, i.e. 8.314 J mol-1 K-1, T is the absolute
temperature (K), F is the faraday constant corresponding to 96485 C/(mole of
electrons), and ή is the overvoltage in volts (V).
The exchange current density (i 0 ) is surely the single most important variable that
explains the large difference in the rate of hydrogen evolution on the surface of
the electrode. It is a fundamental characteristic that can be defined as the rate of
oxidation or reduction of the electrode at equilibrium expressed in terms of
current [61].
Figure 4.55 is a plot of overpotential (ή) measured at the end of the discharge
versus log[i/(1-exp(-nFή/RT)] with the current density determined from the
geometric area of the electrode. The value of the exchange current density
extrapolated at ή = 0 was found to be 1.07 µA cm-2. The high value of the
estimated exchange current density makes this MWCNT-Ni cal

a good

electrocatalyst for the hydrogen evolution reaction. The higher the exchange
current density value obtained, suggests that the hydrogen evolution reaction
occurs rapidly [61]. These results suggest that in future, the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal
nanocomposite electrodes will replace the expensive noble metals used as
catalysts in acid electrolysers. But high overvoltage for hydrogen oxidation makes
GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode inadequate for use as catalyst in fuel cell
applications. From letter A and B on the Tafel plot, the value of the slope was
calculated as follows:
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Slope = - αnF/2.3RT = 0.029 V-1,
The Tafel slope provides mechanism about the hydrogen evolution reaction and
act as a key connection to reaction rate theory. Assuming low coverage of
adsorbed hydrogen, the only mechanism which will give rise to a transfer
coefficient of less than 1.5, at low overpotential is the discharge followed by a
rate determining electrode desorption. From these results, it follows that the
hydrogen evolution follows the Heyrovsky-Volmer route [116]. At a temperature
of 25 oC with n = 1,
- αnF/2.3RT = Slope = 0.029 V-1, from which the transfer coefficient (α) of the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode was calculated to give α = 0.002
The general Tafel‘s law is expressed as follows:
ή = a + b*log (i 0 ), from which was determined from the straight line Tafel curve to
give;
y = 0.029x – 5.97, where a constant b (slope) was 0,029 and -5.97 is a constant
a.
The discharge voltage plateau was observed for the applied discharge current of
8 µA at a potential of -1.39 V vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The quantity of
hydrogen oxidised in the discharge step is increased by increasing the discharge
current use for hydrogen evolution. These results can be related with an
increased hydrogen adatom concentration, over the equilibrium concentration,
with increased discharge current.
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Figure 4.55: The respective modified Tafel plot for hydrogen evolution studies.

4.3.5.13.3.2 GCE-MWCNT-Niuncal (4wt% Ni) electrode

The TEM images for the MWCNTs-Ni uncal are clearly shown in figure 4.5, with
Ni uncal nanoparticles dispersed on the surface of the oxidized MWCNTs. The
effect of applied discharge current on the discharge voltage of GCE-MWCNTNi uncal electrode is shown in figure 4.56 (a). It can be seen that as the applied
discharge current is increased, there is also an increase in discharge voltage. A
significant increase is observed from an applied current of 4 µA. No significant
increase in discharge voltage is seen for 8 µA. Note that the GCE-MWCNTNi uncal electrode is discharged to a more voltage than the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal
electrode.
The modified Tafel plot in figure 4.56 (b) was obtained from the data for the
discharge voltage profile in figure 4.56 (a). The value of the logarithm of the
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exchange current density was extrapolated to give -6.2 A cm-2. The value of the
exchange current density at ή = 0 was found to be i 0 = 0.63 µA cm-2, which tend
to be less than that of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode, implying that the GCEMWCNT-Ni cal electrode is a good electrocatalyst for hydrogen evolution reaction
[46]. This is true, since calcination of nickel nanoparticles increases their size
responsible for the adsorption of large hydrogen molecules as compared to the
small hydrogen atoms. This means that the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal can be added
in power cells such as popular alkaline primary cells to stifle (prevent) the
thermodynamically favored production of the gaseous hydrogen and prevent
unpleasant incidents [63]. These results are consistent with the TEM images
where Ni cal were shown to be well dispersed on the surface of the MWCNTs than
the Ni uncal (see TEM images figure 4.5 and 4.6). Points A and B on the Tafel plot
(figure 4.56) were used to obtain the slope. The slope of the Tafel plot was
calculated as follows;
Slope = - αnF/2.3RT = 1.25 V-1, which is greater than of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal
electrode, implying that the transfer coefficient (α) of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal is
more than of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode. At 25 oC with n = 1, α = 0.07,
showing a fast electron transfer kinetics on the surface of the GCE-MWCNTNi uncal electrode as compared to the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode.
The Tafel ‘s law can be expressed as follows:
y = 1.25x – 6.2, where a, is a constant of - 6.2 and b is a Tafel slope of 1.25.
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Figure 4.56: (a) Discharge profiles of GCE-MWCNT-Niuncal from different
applied discharge current and (b) the respective Tafel plot showing the
obtained exchange current density from the intercept.
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4.3.5.13.4 Effect of the applied discharge current on the discharge
capacity

The following study investigates the effect of applied discharge current (from 2
µA-8 µA) on the discharge capacity using GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal and GCE-MWCNTNi uncal nanocomposite electrodes.

4.3.5.13.4.1 GCE-MWCNT-Nical (4wt% Ni) electrode

Figure 4.57 (a) compares the behavior of discharge capacity of GCE-MWCNTNi cal electrode obtained as a result of applying different discharge current. An
applied current of 2 µA surprisingly results in a maximum discharge capacity.
Followed by an increase in capacity in the order; 4 µA < 6 µA < 8 µA. It can be
seen that with an increase in discharge capacity, the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal tend to
have a short cycle life. The GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal applied current profile of 2 µA
lives up to cycle number 10, while for 4 µA the cycle life is up to 28. This behavior
was also observed by Dong et al. [59] who investigated the effect of discharge
current density on the specific discharge capacity using the as-grown SWCNTs.
They discovered that as the discharge current density increases, the discharge
capacity tend to gradually increases. But when SWCNTs-Ppy nanocomposite
was used, the discharge capacity gradually decreases with an increase in
discharge current density.
The relationship between the discharge capacity of GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal for
hydrogen and applied discharge current is shown in figure 4.57 (b). At an applied
current of 2 µA a capacity of 8.49E-06 mAh/g is reached. As 4 µA discharge
current is applied, the capacity tends to drop to 7.62E-07 mAh/g, after which a
gradual increase in capacity with discharge current is seen. The behavior for an
applied current of 2 µA may be due to the fact that at the start of the analysis, the
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amount of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal is higher and as the analysis continues, some
of the MWCNT-Ni cal tends to fall from the GCE bare electrode until the stability is
attained. Or the behavior may arise due to the poisoning effect of the GCEMWCNT-Ni cal electrode which tent to lose activity (the concentration of the H+ on
the surface of the electrode is high, resulting in a low diffusion coefficient) until a
certain stage where it tend to be activated or cleaned as seen by an increase in
capacity from 4 µA to 8 µA. A high discharge capacity at lower discharge current
of 2 µA is the results consistent with the findings by Nutzenadel et al. [1]. The
discharge capacity of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode increases slightly and
saturate to a maximum value with increasing discharge current density. The
slight increase of the discharge capacity of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode at
higher discharge current may be attributed by the existence of various forms of
pores and pore diameters in the electrode. It seems that some pores with small
diameters can be invaded by ions from the electrolyte with high discharge
current.
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(b)

Figure 4.57: (a) plots comparing the discharge capacity of GCE-MWCNT-Nical
as a function of cycle number from different applied discharge current and (b)
the plot showing the variation of the discharge capacity of GCE-MWCNT-Nical
electrode with respect to the applied discharge current.

4.3.5.13.4.2 GCE-MWCNT-Niuncal (4wt% Ni) electrode

The behavior of the discharge capacities as a function of cycle number for the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode from different applied discharge current is
depicted in figure 4.58 (a). The GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal nanocomposite electrode
was chosen because it gave the highest current respond as compared to GCEMWCNT-Ni cal . It can be seen that as the applied discharge current is increased,
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the discharge capacity also increases. It is also confirmed here that the higher
the discharge capacity, the short the life cycle of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal
electrode. When 2 µA is applied the electrode lives up to 21 cycles and when 8
µA of discharge current is applied, the electrode live up to cycle number 9.
Figure 4.58 (b) clearly shows the relationship between the applied discharge
current and the maximum discharge capacity of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal
electrode. It can be seen that as more discharge current is applied, the discharge
capacity also increases. No significant increase in capacity is seen for an applied
discharge current of 8 µA. These findings are consistent with the results obtained
in charge-discharge experiment and with the results reported by Dong et al. [59].
But they are in contrast with that of the metal hydride electrodes where the
capacity decreases steeply at higher discharging currents. These present study
reveals that CNTs may indeed be useful in battery technology for the
replacement of metal hydride electrodes. It is expected that at high discharge
current, the discharge capacity should drop as the will be hindrance of ions at the
surface of the electrode i.e. more ions are unable to diffuse to the inside of the
electrode resulting in low discharge capacity at high applied discharge current.
This seems not to be the case for the GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode, probably due
to their increased surface area and pore structure by introduced nickel
nanoparticles [59].
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(b)

Figure 4.58: (a) The plots of discharge capacity against cycle number from
different applied discharge current and (b) Variation of the electrochemical
discharge capacity of GCE-MWCNT-Niuncal electrode with respect to the
discharge current.
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4.3.5.13.5 Comparison of the applied discharge current on the discharge
capacity using GCE-MWCNT-Nical (4wt% Ni) and GCE-MWCNT-Niuncal
(4wt% Ni) electrodes

Figure 4.59 compares the discharge capacity of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal and
GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrodes as a function of applied discharge current. The
GCE-CNT-Ni cal tends to lose capacity from an applied current of 2 µA to 4 µA.
After which its stability is maintained as seen by an increase in discharge
capacity with applied current. The discharge capacity of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal
electrode increase at a higher rate than of GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode. The
deterioration of discharge capacity of GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode is caused by
the large internal resistance of the electrode compared to the GCE-MWCNTNi uncal electrode. The large internal resistance causes a large ohmic (IR) drop at
high discharge current, resulting in the decrease of the discharge capacity. The
magnitude of the equivalent series resistance (ESR) can clearly be shown by the
use of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [84].
The Q test was used to validate the outlier at an applied discharge current of 2
µA by the GCE-MWCNTs-Ni cal electrode. The Q experimental for an outlier in
figure 4.94 was calculated as follows:
a = 7.62E-7 mAh/g - 8.49E-6 mAh/g = - 7.728E-6 mAh/g,
w = 1.84E-6 mAh/g - 8.49E-6 mAh/g = - 6.650E-6 mAh/g.

Therefore, Q exp = a/w = - 7.728E-6 mAh/g / - 6.65E-6 mAh/g = 1.161
Therefore, for 4 measurements at 95% confidence level, Q crit = 0.829, implying
that Q exp (1.161) > Q crit (0.829). Therefore, we reject the outlier so that it does not
influence the conclusions of the findings.
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Figure 4.59: The plots comparing the discharge capacities of (i) GCEMWCNT-Niuncal and (ii) GCE-MWCNT-Nical as a function of applied discharge
current.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the uncalcined nickel nanoparticles increase
both the electro-catalytic activity and capacity of GCE-MWCNTs for hydrogen
storage than the calcined nickel nanoparticles.

4.3.5.13.6 Effect of CPE run number on the discharge capacity of the
GCE-MWCNT-Nical (4wt% Ni) electrode

The following CPE profiles investigate the effect of run number on the discharge
capacity of GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal for hydrogen storage. The profiles were taken
from three runs from the applied potential of -692 mV. This potential was
obtained by applying 2 µA of current in CP. This investigation will also try to
prove the stability of the capacity of discharge current of 2 µA seen above.
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The maximum capacities of different runs for the CPE of GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal as a
function of cycle number are shown in figure 4.60 (a). The applied potential for
the runs was kept constant at -0.692 V which was obtained from an applied
discharge current of 2 µA in chronopotentiometry. The third run showed a
maximum capacity followed by the second and then the first run. In this case, the
third run which showed a maximum capacity had a longer cycle life than the
second run. The longest cycle life was seen for the first cycle. Figure 4.60 (b)
shows the relationship between the discharge capacity and the run number for
the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrode. It can be seen that as the run number
increases, there is also an increase in discharge capacity of GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal
for hydrogen storage. This shows that by multi-running, the surface of the
electrode tend to be activated.
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Figure 4.60: (a) The plot of discharge capacity against cycle number for
different run numbers and (b) the relationship between discharge capacity and
run number.
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4.3.5.14 Effect of the amount of MWCNT-Niuncal (4wt% Ni) modified GCE

The hydrogen storage capacity depends not only on the surface area, porosity
and electrical conductivity of the material, but also on the surface chemistry,
which is a critical factor [105-108]. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate the
effect of the quantity of MWCNT-Ni uncal nanocomposite on the electrochemical
activity of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal working electrode for hydrogen storage. The
following study investigates the dependence of the current response, chargedischarge voltages and discharge capacity on the amount of MWCNT-Ni uncal
modifier concentrations. The amount MWCNT-Ni uncal in DMF was ranged from 20
to 60 µl. The temperature of the 6 M KOH aqueous solution electrolyte was 25
o

C.

4.3.5.14.1 Cyclic voltammetric response for various amount of MWCNTNiuncal electrode

Cyclic voltammetric profiles for the different quantities of MWCNT-Ni uncal
nanocomposite are compared in figure 4.61. The sweep rate used was 0.01 V/s.
There is an increase in current density from a MWCNT-Ni uncal content of 20 µl to
40 µl. When more MWCNT-Ni uncal is added to the surface of the GCE bare
electrode, there is a decrease in current density due to the distance between the
MWCNT-Ni uncal materials and active surface area of the glassy carbon
increasing. i.e., electrons take time to reach the active area to be transferred.
This behavior is consistent with the results reported by Swamy et al. [83] who
investigated the dependence of the electrochemical response on the amount of
BMPTB modifier at a range of 1.25 to 10 µl. They found that a peak current
increased linearly to 5 µl after which it dropped. The enhanced current values
can be attributed to the high local density of the electronic states in the MWCNTNi uncal nanocomposite. On the other hand, the decrease in the current density is
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in accordance with a large surface area of the MWCNT-Ni uncal that increases the
background current [83]. Moreover, changes in the composite structure and
hence charge transfer properties could lower the current values. Therefore, it can
be said that the current signal increase gradually with the amount of MWCNTNi uncal up to a certain defined level (from 20 µl to 40 µl) and then a decrease is
observed at higher levels (60 µl). Evidence of the decrease in current response
above 40 µl is an indication that the conductivity of the electrode is influenced by
the degree at which the electrode was modified. The increase in the number of
donor groups or active moieties decreased considerably the amount of carbon,
which was responsible for the conductivity of the electrode. At 40 µl modifier
concentration, the amount of modifier is probably sufficient to attain maximum
conductivity [117].

Figure 4.61 compares the current densities for various MWCNT-Ni uncal
nanocomposite contents at a high scan rate of 100 mV/s. The same behavior
was observed with an increase in current density from 20 µl to 40 µl MWCNTNi uncal . As more MWCNT-Ni uncal are added to the surface of the electrode, there
is a sharp drop in current density as seen in figure 4.61 (iii) for 60 µl MWCNTNi uncal nanocomposite electrode. During the experimental analysis, it was
observed that as more MWCNT-Ni uncal are added on the surface of the GC bare
electrode, some of the MWCNT-Ni uncal nanocomposite tend to fall into the
electrolyte solution due to less interaction between the active surface area of the
glassy carbon electrode and the MWCNT-Ni uncal materials.
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Figure 4.61: Cyclic voltammetric profiles of GCE-MWCNT-Niuncal electrode at a
MWCNT-Niuncal quantity of (i) 40 µl, (ii) 20 µl and (iii) 60 µl. Scan rate = 100
mV/s.

4.3.5.14.2 Charge-discharge voltage studies

An interesting behavior is depicted in figure 4.62 for the voltage profiles of the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode at various MWCNT-Ni uncal quantities. The applied
charge current was -2 µA. It can be observed that as the MWCNTs-Ni uncal
content is increased, the charge voltage also tend to increase. MWCNT-Ni uncal
content of 60 µl tend to be charged to a high voltage compared to lower content
of 20 µl which shows a low charge voltage. The charge curve for 60 µl MWCNTNi uncal nanocomposite has an approximate voltage plateau of 0.250 V.
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Figure 4.62: Voltage profile showing the charge voltage for GCE-MWCNTNiuncal electrode at a MWCNT-Niuncal content of (i) 60 µl, (ii) 40 µl and (iii) 20 µl
from an applied charge current of -2 µA.

And also as the MWCNT-Ni uncal content increases, the discharge voltage of the
GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode increases as shown in figure 4.63. The discharge
current applied for this chronopotentiometric analysis was 2 µA. The increase in
discharge voltage is in the order; 20 µl < 40 µl < 60 µl amount of MWCNT-Ni uncal
coated on the active area of the glassy carbon bare electrode.
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Figure 4.63: Voltage profile depicting the discharge voltage of GCE-MWCNTNiuncal electrode at a MWCNT-Niuncal nanocomposite content of (i) 20 µl, (ii) 40
µl and (iii) 60 µl from an applied discharge current of 2 µA for 60 seconds.

4.3.5.14.3 Controlled potential electrolysis investigations for the various
quantities of the MWCNT-Niuncal nanocomposites

Comparative discharge capacities of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode at
various quantities of the MWCNT-Ni uncal are depicted in figure 4.64. It can be
observed that the maximum capacity of the 40 µl MWCNT-Ni uncal is obtained at a
short cycle number of 1 compared to cycle number 3 of the 20 µl MWCNT-Ni uncal
and 5 for 60 µl MWCNT-Ni uncal nanocomposite. It can also be seen that both 20
µl and 40 µl MWCNT-Ni uncal nanocomposite electrode have equal life cycle of
living up to eighth cycle. MWCNT-Ni uncal with a content of 60 µl shows a long
cycle life of 15.
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Figure 4.64: The combined plots of discharge capacity as a function of cycle
number for the GCE-MWCNT-Niuncal electrode at MWCNT-Niuncal contents of
(i) 20 µl, (ii) 40 µl and (iii) 60 µl.

Figure 4.65 shows the relationship between the discharge capacity and the
quantity of the MWCNT-Ni uncal nanocomposite. The results show that as the
quantity of the MWCNT-Ni uncal nanocomposite increases on the surface of the
GCE, the hydrogen uptake tend to decrease. This shows that the active surface
area (ASA) of the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal tend to be clogged as more materials are
added. It is also known that as the amount of surface oxygen increase, the
hydrogen uptake by nanocomposite tends to be lowered. A gradual decrease is
seen from 20 µl to 40 µl MWCNT-Ni uncal , and thereafter a sharp decrease from 40
µl to 60 µl MWCNT-Ni uncal tends to occurs.
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MWCNTs-Niuncal quantity (µl)

Figure 4.65: The plot clearly showing the relationship between the discharge
capacity and the MWCNT-Niuncal quantity using the GCE-MWCNT-Niuncal
working electrode.

Therefore, it can be said that the GCE-MWCNT-Ni uncal electrode with a MWCNTNi uncal quantity of 40 µl shows both high current response (as seen in CV studies
above) and electrode stability compared to 20 µl which only shows high
discharge capacity. Electrode with 60 µl MWCNT-Ni uncal shows a high chargedischarge voltage and long cycle life compared to 20 µl and 40 µl MWCNT-Ni uncal
nanocomposite.
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CHAPTER 5

General Conclusions

Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were successfully synthesized, and
their micro-structural information was determined by the TEM which showed the
presence of iron nanoparticles impurities. The as-prepared and acid treated
MWCNTs were characterized by FTIR for the presence of organic functional
groups. The OH- group of the carboxylic acid was present on the FTIR spectrum
of the purified MWCNTs. This confirmed a successful purification of the asprepared MWCNTs. The XRD pattern of the as-prepared MWCNTs showed the
presence of the Fe nanoparticles and amorphous carbon impurities.
MWCNTs were successfully decorated with metal nanoparticles and metal oxides
as shown by TEM and SEM images. This suggested that the method employed
to decorate MWCNTs with metal nanoparticles and metal oxides was effective.
TEM images also showed MWCNTs to have open tips at the end allowing for
maximum hydrogen storage. The drop-drying method used for modifying the
GCE have shown to be effective, as the current response and discharge capacity
tend to increased significantly for the glassy carbon modified electrode. This also
suggested a successful modification of the MWCNT-M (where M = Cu, Fe, Ni,
CuO, Fe 2 O 3 and NiO) nanocomposite on the surface of the GCE.
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were successfully oxidized as
confirmed by their high current respond compared to the as-prepared MWCNTs.
High discharge capacity by the as-prepared MWCNTs shows that metal
nanoparticles impurities plays an important role in hydrogen storage.
The use of KOH electrolyte gave a high discharge capacity as compared to
NaOH electrolyte indicating its suitability for hydrogen storage studies.
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Concentration studies confirmed that 6 M KOH electrolyte is the suitable
concentration for hydrogen storage studies due to its high discharge capacity.
Glassy carbon bare electrode showed a high charge voltage than the modified
GCE. Metal nanoparticles and oxide decorated MWCNTs enhance the discharge
voltage of the GCE. The discharge voltage was found not to be related to the
discharge capacity. An increase in applied discharge and charge current resulted
in an increase in discharge and charge voltage respectively.
The increase in discharge capacity of the electrode for hydrogen is in the order:
GCE-Fe < GCE-MWCNT-Fe 2 O 3 < GCE < GCE-MWCNT-Fe < GCE-MWCNTCuO < GCE-MWCNT < GCE-Cu < GCE-CuO < GCE-Ni < GCE-Fe 2 O 3 < GCENiO < GCE-MWCNT-Cu < GCE-MWCNT-NiO < GCE-MWCNT-Ni. High
discharge capacity by a Ni and NiO decorated MWCNTs is typical of Nickel
cadmium and Nickel metal hydride used in secondary batteries.
The GCE-MWCNT-Ni (2wt% MWCNTs) electrode showed the highest discharge
capacity as compared to the loadings of 4wt%, 6wt% and 8wt% MWCNTs. The
results suggest the need of smaller amount of MWCNTs on the surface of the
electrode. The maximum current density was obtained when using GCEMWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) electrode and this current decreased as more Ni
nanoparticles were added. The GCE-MWCNT-Ni (4wt% Ni) electrode gave
consistent results since higher discharge capacity was obtained.
Calcination of nickel nanoparticles enhanced the hydrogen evolution reaction, but
provided slow electron transfer kinetics at the surface of the electrode. The TEM
showed Ni cal well dispersed on the surface of the MWCNTs better than Ni uncal
nanoparticles. The high current response by MWCNT-Ni uncal as compared to
MWCNT-Ni cal proves that uncalcined Ni nanoparticles are electrochemically
active than the calcined Ni nanoparticles. A low current response of the calcined
Ni nanoparticles modified on the GCE-MWCNT might be due to the
agglomeration of Ni nanoparticles. These resulted in a reduced surface area for
electron transfer process to occur effectively. An increase in applied discharge
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current was found to results in an increase in discharge capacity for both GCEMWCNT-Ni uncal and GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal electrodes.
The higher the exchange current density value obtained, suggests that the
hydrogen evolution reaction occurs rapidly. These results suggest that in future,
the GCE-MWCNT-Ni cal nanocomposite electrode will replace the expensive
noble metals used as catalyst in acid electrolysers. But high overvoltage for
hydrogen oxidation makes GCE-MWCNT-Ni electrode inadequate for use as
catalyst in fuel cell applications.
The amount of nanoparticles modified on the glassy carbon electrode was found
to be directly proportional to the charge and discharge voltages, but inversely
proportional to the discharge capacity for hydrogen storage. This is an indication
that the amount of modifiers needs to be monitored and controlled for better
consistent results.
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